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This ebook applies to “smart” meters and “safety” codes
in use across North America.

Glossary
MW = microwaves
RF = radio frequency
RFR = radio frequency radiation
MHz = megahertz (million cycles per second)
GHz = gigahertz (billion cycles per second)
Every hertz hurts!
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‘‘Ben Franklin may have discovered electricity – but it is the man who invented the meter who made the
money.’’ –former U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren

Prepare to defend yourself.
Smart meters have sparked rebellion everywhere they've appeared: Are wireless
transmitters that automatically send meter readings to the utility accurate? Are they a fire
risk? Do they pose a health hazard? Can they be hacked? Do they result in higher costs for
most consumers? Is a shadowy Technocracy really aiming at global energy control?
Please do not stand by! The wireless plague that is already afflicting millions of human and wild
lives with electrosickness - and the linked pathologies of greed and control - are entering their
terminal phase. The worldwide rollout of smart meters and their attendant WiMax mesh network of
interlinked power meters and individual home appliances - all chattering continuously in pulsating
saw-toothed frequencies - threaten to disrupt every cell in every brain and body within reach, while
crippling oncoming generations with invisible radiation fragmenting their parents’ DNA.
But this time the corporations and their sponsored governments have gone too far. Too many
people are protesting too many impacts – from sudden onset ill health, skyrocketing utility bills,
rate hikes, house fires, burned out computers and appliances, and invasions of their privacy in the
sanctity of their own homes. In town after town, city after city, ordinary citizens just like yourself
are saying NO! to wireless smart meters.
Join us today! There are better, safer alternatives to determining and reducing personal power
usage and rewarding shifts in consumer behaviour that help take the load off worn-out power grids
- while making alternative, sustainable power sources more viable.
Welcome back to sanity. Smarty…
William Thomas
Hornby Island “Smart Meter Free Zone”

"Electromagnetic pollution may be the most significant form of pollution human activity has produced in this
century!’’ -Dr. Andrew Weil

Gulf Islanders For Safe Technology
oppose a Gulf Islands-wide wireless grid
based on the following concerns:
•

There has been no public consultation
with island residents. We have a right to
give input on, and agree upon, what
takes place in our communities.

•

There are documented health risks of
prolonged exposure to a wireless grid.
Electrical Hypersensitivity Syndrome
(EHS) individuals will be most affected.

•

The biologically harmful effects of
wireless electromagnetic radiation on
pollinators may threaten our plant
species and agriculture.

•

BC Hydro’s wireless grid could
compromise our personal privacy and
security.

Insanity Meter: 603 million smart meters to be
installed in worldwide WiMax grids by 2016

“Your family, home and neighbourhood will be subjected to a barrage of pulsed wireless
signals from your smart meter, your neighbor’s smart meters and collector units every second
of the day.” –SF Gate

LIES & FACTS
•
•
•
•

BC Hydro claims: Chinese Itron smart meters do not exceed 2 microwatts/ cm²
BC Centre for Disease Control did hydro exposure testing: 20 microwatts/ cm²
Southern Cal Edison: 229,000 microwatts/cm² (8” from transmitter)
EU countries RF/ MW (microwave) exposure limits: 0.001 – 50 microwatts /cm²
Cell phone: 250 – 300 microwatts/cm² placed directly against head.
A smart meter exposes entire body 24/7 to 100-times radiation of a cell phone occasionally
held to head. [Vancouver Sun May 26/11]

•
•

BC Hydro: wireless signals from a smart meter total 4 minutes/day.
Installed smart meters emit: 9,981 – 190,000 signals/day - total 14 minutes/day.

•

Smart meter’s Switching Mode Power Supply fires off pulses up to 50,000 GHz. [Sage

•

The human frequency when awake is 7.85hertz. Asleep we operate at as little as .5 hertz!

Environmental Consultants; Watershed Sentinel Sept/Oct 2011]

In mesh networks, signals are bounced from house to house and collectors – so your
exposure comes from 100 – 5,000 neighbours, as well. “That’s a hefty barrage of
radiation.” -Blake Levitt, author Electromagnetic Fields
“Smart meters emit frequencies almost continuously, day and night, seven days a week.”
-Dr.

Poki Namkung Health Officer Santa Cruz County to Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors Jan 13/12

“Consumers are a little like rats. You put them in one side of the maze and see where they come out.”
–Chris King, eMeter Corporation exec to laughing utility industry reps at San Francisco luncheon

ENGINEERS CODE OF ETHICS

“ Members and licensees shall act at all times with fairness, courtesy and good faith to
their associates, employers, employees and clients, and with fidelity to the public needs.
They shall uphold the values of truth, honesty and trustworthiness and safeguard human
life and welfare and the environment.

BC HYDRO CODE OF ETHICS

“ BC Hydro is an ethical corporation.
“Every BC Hydro Employee has a personal responsibility to take all prudent precautions
in every activity, but also to avoid creating any danger to others or demonstrating
behaviour which can be reasonably construed as discrimination or harassment.

“ Hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the public and conduct themselves
with fairness, courtesy and good faith.

NOT CHEAP

“I’m not sure what else to do anymore – unless the majority of customers revolt.” -Carlo Magno

GIVE US ALL YOUR MONEY
Stupid meters increase the power bills of nearly
8 in every 10 consumers. Bills typically double
and may triple.
Unlike mechanical meters, stupid meters read
all ambient electrical fields – including their
own transformer – and bill the total as use.
Susan McDonnell received a $745 power bill in
December for her one-bedroom Kitsilano condo
– a jump of more than 1,000%!
Another BC woman used to pay $48 dollars a
month for her energy. After a smart meter was
installed at her home, her bill “skyrocketed to
more than $600 dollars. [CTV Feb 29/12]
Dean Travers’s bill tripled to $547. He’s angry.
So is his neighbour: “His bill was even higher!”
Tony Hari’s bill nearly tripled. Carlo Magno said
his bill shot up, too. And so did the bills for 18
of his neighbours.
Energy Minister Rich Coleman called the surreal
hydro hikes “a bit of an urban myth.”.
[Province Apr 1/12]

“I worked all my life and now I don’t even want to turn on the light in the bathroom.” –Ivor Gustafson

GAG ON THIS
Still recovering from throat cancer, Ivor
Gustafson opened his December B.C. Hydro bill
and nearly choked. The electrical bill for his
four-bedroom house was an amazing $2,046.34
– more than 1,000% higher than his previous bimonthly bill.
He was in hospital while his hydro bill was
going galactic. “The house was often empty,”
said his care-provider. “The heat was turned
right down and everything was switched off.”
The bill payment was automatically deducted
from his bank account. Now he’s arm-wrestling
BC Hydro to get his money back. Guess who’s
winning…
Gustafson’s now afraid to use any power in his
home.
“We’re very sorry to hear about his personal
situation,” said Jim Nicholson, BC Hydro’s
director of customer damage control. “It does
strike us as an extraordinarily high bill.”
Gustafson last bill before the smart meter was
installed was $178. [Province Apr 1/12]

“Smart meters are all about time-of-use billing and jacking up your electricity bill. If you believe anything else,
you're smoking something funny.” –Michael Smith, The Province

TIME OF USE
“Electricity is not a discretionary item. The main
reason smart meters were invented – and why
they're being installed in so many provinces
and states – is so governments can implement
‘time of use’ billing.” [Vancouver Sun Apr 4/11]
“Hydro doesn't tell you that their business plan
calls for time of usage infrastructure to be in
place by July 2012.” -Dennis Noble, Stop Smart
Meters in BC
Even using electricity at a different time doesn't
save energy…

“There is only so much that a family can do,

with all the will in the world, to shift their energy
patterns,” says BC Public Interest Advocacy
Centre’s executive director Jim Quai.
“If our typical family went to the trouble of
running the clothes dryer at midnight [saving
perhaps a couple of pennies on their energy
bill], they would still use the same amount of
power to dry the same load of clothes.” [Tyee.ca
Aug 9/11]

NOT SAFE

“To work with electricity is the same as working with lightning. To operate under load is like deciding to start a
fire.” –professional electrician and expert trial witness, Curtis Bennett

FIREBUGS
Wearing heavy gloves and full face masks to
protect against arcing – that’s the giveaway that
utility workers are installing smart meters under
load. The resulting super high voltage spikes
“arc” like lightning in house wiring, pitting soft
copper wires. Even if no immediate fire results
or appliances aren’t fried, the house wiring is
compromised. Short-circuits could cause fires
or electrical damage later.
“This is beyond hazardous. This is playing with
people's lives for profit. The meters themselves
can smoke, smolder and catch fire, they can
explode, or they can simply create overcurrent
conditions on the electrical circuits,” reports
the Winona Daily News.
The wireless signal produced in a smart meter
ricochets around all conductive components,
including wiring, water and gas lines, and
human bodies. Electrical wiring is not sized for
these very high-intensity strobe-like bursts.
This over-current condition can destroy
appliances, burn out computers and cause fires
– immediately or months later.
“I've seen five instances myself,” says general
contractor Angelo Giokas. “If it's charred and
arching, that's a fire. It could ultimately burn the
house down."

“It sort of sickens me that these big corporations don’t take responsibility for their actions.” –Gary Fielding
Just north of Houston, two homes caught fire during
smart meter installations. "I just don't feel like that's fair
for someone to have to pay for something when the
installation causes a fire. My problem is you took a
working system and made it inoperable, and now I'm
paying the price for it," Brian Dafferner told his Houston
utility. But CenterPoint says it has had “less than 100
smart meter fires” in Houston. [KPRC Nov 14/11]
In Melbourne, Aussie chief fire officer Shane Wright
described three fires in the past four weeks at homes
recently fitted with the meters. [The Age Nov 7/11]
Kiwi firefighters are freaking. There have been 67 callouts
in Christchurch so far this year involving the new smart
meters; 422 throughout New Zealand. "It was very
dangerous," says station officer Murray Jamieson. "Last
night's one was a meltdown and it was significantly
dangerous." [3News (New Zealand) June 3/10]
In BC, a Chilliwack man whose computer was fried by a
smart meter took it to a repair shop, where the worker
commented on all his “increased business.” [Chilliwack
Times Dec 20/11]

Tsawwassen resident Gary Fielding is $845 poorer after a
“hot” installation of his new smart meter fried his oven’s
brain. The electrician says the power surge resulted when
the old meter was removed while under “house” utility
load. Corix denies any liability.
With up to 6,000 wireless meters/day being installed in
BC, Cindy Verschoor, spokeswoman for BC Hydro’s
Smart Metering Program, said, “I’m not aware of any
cases where there’s been a failed appliance where we’ve
reimbursed the customer.” [South Delta Leader Dec 16/11]

“The super high voltages risk of electrical arcs – this is when the electricity short-circuits through the air. It’s
the same phenomenon that we see in lightning… Its dangerous, hot.” –PhD physicist Michio Kaku

Corix installers are hastily trained civilians – not professional electricians – who collect a bonus for
installing more than 30 smart meters a day. When a careless installer bends your smart meter‘s mounting
prongs, the best case scenario is that you will have no power for a day or two. Worst case: you will not
have a house.
Forensic arc assessment of your wiring is extremely expensive. Then comes the cost of replacing the
wiring damaged by smart meter installation. Losses from house fires caused by smart meters all over
North America are not covered by utility companies or home insurers. Both use the excuse of “faulty
wiring” – caused by installing smart meters under load!
But health and fire risks from smart meters worry insurers. In 2009 the European Parliament said it was
“… greatly concerned that insurance companies are tending to exclude coverage for the risks associated
with EMFs from the scope of liability insurance policies, the implication clearly being that European
insurers are already enforcing their version of the precautionary principle.” [Independent Apr 24/12]

“It is my view that the more an industry or organisation wishes to hide something unpleasant or do something
unpopular, the more lobbyists it employs to talk to MPs. The $1 trillion telecoms industry hires a lot of
lobbyists.” -MP Tom Watson addressing parliament

LET’S PLAY WITH YOUR HOUSE
BC Privacy Commissioner says BC Hydro “not in compliance with Freedom of Information and Protection
and Privacy Act.” Information on your home energy usage can be sold. It can also be read by any burglar
with a laptop.
One smart grid in the US Midwest is already allowing the utility to cycle furnaces and air conditioners on
and off every 15 minutes “to reduce peak-loads.” Appliances are not made to withstand such cyclic
abuse. What if someone dialling a cell phone inadvertently cuts off someone’s furnace while they’re away
and it’s 10 below?
What if hackers do this deliberately? The entire smart grid is easily hacked with rudimentary computer
worms that can alter billing information, gather information on your electricity use – including when you
are away from home – even shut down hundreds of thousands of households, or trigger on/off surges
that fry all connected computers and appliances.
Imagine being stuck in traffic on your way to work. Back home, your smart appliances have seemingly
sensed your absence and suddenly gone nuts…“The refrigerator is shooting ice cubes across the room
into the glassware rack. The freezer is off and food is thawing; the refrigeration section’s temperatures is
cranked up to disco and is turning into an iceberg. The dishwasher is overflowing and suds are 10″ deep
on the kitchen floor. A ZoomBot bumps against the pastry rack, sending the smoking toaster inch by inch
toward the towel rack and curtains… ” --Chris Poulin, Chief Security Officer, Q1

NOT HEALTHY

“Exposure is additive and consumers may have already increased their exposures to radiofrequency radiation
in the home through the voluntary use of wireless devices.” -Dr. Poki Namkung, M.D. Health Officer Santa Cruz County

DROWNING IN SEA OF MICROWAVES
•
•
•

Each smart meter transmits at 915 MHz & 2.4 GHz.
Each collectors transmits from 3 antennas.
WiMax grid forwards all signals at 4.5 – 5 GHz
This means 1 – 5 billion back & forth cycles whiplashing all
exposed brain and body cells every second = heat shock
stress, broken strands of DNA and no honey bees.

•

Smart meter’s Switching Mode Power Supply fires
off pulses up to 50,000 GHz. [Sage Environmental
Consultants; Watershed Sentinel Sept/Oct 2011]

PLUS:
High-frequency pulses from smart meter and other wireless
gadgets ricochet around the shiny metal surfaces throughout
your home. Reflected RF energy can be 2000-times

higher than power density predictions!

Compromised bodies, brains, home wiring and metal
structures are already occurring as hundreds of thousands of
piggybacking pulses continuously jam bio-electrical circuits
in living cells, fry circuits and vibrate bridges, nuke plants
and buildings to early jeopardy.

No testing has been done on smart grids under
load or combined wireless exposures!
All wireless emissions from cell phones, portable phone
cradles, computer routers, iPads, laptops, cell phone towers,
smart meters, smart grids are cumulative in your body

over your lifetime duration of exposures.
[Sage Associates Report]

“I’m not an alarmist. I wish I could shout louder. What’s happening now with the mass of towers and all the
different layers of technology on top of each other is you’re being exposed to electromagnetic radiation 24/7.
You’re not having a choice of ‘I don’t want this coming into my home, it’s making me ill’. You can’t switch it off
like you can your cellphone.” -Tracey-Lee Dorny, chairwoman, Electromagnetic Radiation Research Foundation of South Africa

SICK IN SOUTH AFRICA
Like most South Africans, Dorny used her cellphone often. But when she and her family started falling ill, they
looked at the cell phone mast just metres from their home. “I ended up starting to vomit until I brought up blood. I
had a rash from head to toe. It felt like my eyes were melting in my head. My husband had bleeding headaches.
My son would wake up screaming in the middle of the night holding his head, which he said felt like a rocket had
gone off,” Dorny recalls.
Dorny says the effects were so severe that the family could not live in their home for 18 months. Eventually, iBurst
dismantled the mast. Now Dorny says 4G wireless is “scorching” trees in her garden and the surrounding area,
and is the source of growing reports of illnesses, including tinnitus, headaches, shooting pains, nausea and
dizziness.
“People ask me if we’ve had a fire here,” says Dorny, pointing to 60 burnt and blistered pine trees in her garden.
She says 4G has higher penetration levels into buildings, and “therefore into our bodies.”
4G is the fourth generation of wireless communication standard for an era of ultra-fast broadband internet access
to YouTube videos, online games, pornography and other indispensable distractions.
“My big concern is that we’ve got so many service providers rolling out waves and levels of radiation… but they
are actually clueless about the damage they are causing… The only reason we have 4G is purely to now flog a
whole generation of gadgets to the public. What sort of powers and frequencies are being transmitted to do this
and what is it doing to people?” [iol.co.za]
Smart meter transmitting WiMax “masts” will blanket neighbourhoods, cities and countries in… 5G
wireless!

“Cells are permanently damaged by cellular phone frequencies.” -Dr. Peter Franch

The “Low Power” Myth
FCC/Health Canada standards average
EMF emissions over 30 minutes. With
smart grids this time-averaging scam
ignores peak pulses blasting for a
fraction of a second.
“Peak intensity of microwave pulsed
radiation is much more indicative of the
potential for cellular harm than is time
averaging…
“Low modulation frequencies are
biologically active frequencies and this
increases the health concerns. We are
NOT evolved to live and thrive in the
presence of cell towers, cell phones and
smart meters and other pulsed
microwave transmissions.” -Leo Cashman BS
Physics, MA Mathematics

Brain damage maximized at low power
EMF = learning, memory and movement.
-Dr. Peter Franch, renowned EMF researcher

“Cells are permanently damaged by cellular phone frequencies.” -Dr. Peter Franch

YOU ARE AN ANTENNA
EMF-conductive human body is 65% water-byweight.
The100 trillion cells in your body and brain
cooperate in chemical codes. Each enzyme
exchange pumps life-giving chemistry through
cell at 1/10th volt. These subtle electrochemical
whisperings releases calcium & sodium ions
that inhibit runaway cell division, empty the
trash and block bad molecules from unlocking
cellular receptors and bringing their mayhem
inside the cell.
Electrosmog disturbs the info flow within and
between cells. Pulsing microwaves at 1/10th
British safety guidelines emit frequencies
causing the biggest changes in cell calcium
levels – harming DNA, cellular metabolism and
growth.
"There is strong evidence that… radio
frequency microwaves are associated with
accelerated aging (enhanced cell death and
cancer) and moods, depression, suicide, anger,
rage and violence, primarily through alteration
of cellular calcium ions and the
melatonin/serotonin balance." - Dr. Neil Cherry
biophysicist Lincoln University New Zealand

“Children’s tissues absorb RF differently and can absorb more RF than adults. The elderly and those on some
medications respond more acutely to some RF exposures.” –Cindy Sage

ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE…
CHILDREN
An embryo or fetus should not be exposed to radiofrequency radiation. Children & fetuses are
super-susceptible to high-frequency pulses of dirty electrosmog strobing through your home
wiring, water pipes and pregnant mom’s amniotic fluid every half-second.
Many studies of identical cell phone and portable phone radiation suggest constant smart meter
exposure at same frequencies may leave baby learning & behaviourally impaired for life.
1 in 6 children in North America already suffer neurological disability. Autism has skyrocketed in
last decade – greater than 1 per 100 newborn. Early onset Alzheimer's by age 30 – “whole
generation" of wireless-addicted teens could go senile in their prime.
ELDERLY
Forced late-night power savings by time-of-use billing from smart meters = age discrimination.
PACEMAKERS, DIABETICS
If you are wearing a pacemaker or Parkinson’s regulator, please turn it off! Otherwise, every 24hours 10,000 to 190,000 sharply spiking signals from your smart meter called “transients” may
make you transient. Diabetics should also leave home immediately. Within a half-hour of smart
meter exposure blood sugar levels spike.

“What is the evidence that smart meters are safe and have no adverse health effects? The answer to that
question is that there is no such evidence. The smart meter is for the benefit of the utility.” –Dr. David Carpenter

EHS
Once you (or your plants) become Electro-Hypersensitive, “microwave sickness” will never go away. Just
ask the Swedes. They introduced wireless in the 1950’s. Now more than a quarter-million Swedes are
booked off sick with this government-compensated permanent disability.
Swedish Government data from 1997 shows that the introduction of next generation wireless grids
nationwide coincided an accelerating deterioration of health. Rates of prostate cancer, brain tumors,
melanomas and lung cancers in the elderly all increased dramatically. So did deaths from Alzheimer's,
traffic accident injuries, sick leave rates, and percentage of infants born with heart problems.
[electricalpollution.com]

In 2004, WHO declared EHS “a phenomenon where individuals experience adverse health effect while
using or being in the vicinity of devices emanating electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields (EMFs)…
EHS is a real and sometimes debilitating problem for the affected persons.”
Smart meters and WiMax smart grids will sicken the world. Unless we stop them now.

“The typical meter sends out almost 10,000 radio-frequency signals per day.” -PG&E

SMART METER EXPOSURE SYMPTOMS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

agitation
dizziness
severe headache
memory problems
difficulty concentrating
broken sleep
blood pressure fluctuations
racing heart
seizures
nausea
rashes, skin burning
tinnitus
weakness and fatigue

“This is the largest technological experiment in the history of our species and we’re trying to bury our head in
sand about the potential risks to cells, organs, reproduction, the immune system, behaviour, risks we still
know next to nothing about.” –Joel Moskowitz, Director Center for Family and Community Health, U. of C. Berkeley

SAFETY CODE 6 & FCC STANDARDS
Based on US model, Canada’s outmoded Safety Code 6 was published in 1999.
Both “safety” standards measure thermal heating effects only. This is like saying smoking is “safe”
as long as you aren’t burned.
“When it comes to nonthermal effects of RF, FCC guidelines are irrelevant and cannot be used for
any claims of SmartMeter safety unless heat damage is involved. No FFC [Canada Safety Code
6] safety standards exist for chronic, long-term exposure to EMF, or from multiple sources.
“There are no current, relevant public safety standards for pulsed RF involving chronic exposure
of the public, nor of sensitive populations, nor of people with metal and medical implants that can
be affected both by localized heating and by electromagnetic interference (EMI) for medical
wireless implanted devices.” -Dr. Poki Namkung, MD, Santa Cruz Health Officer to Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors
Maximum allowable level of exposure in Switzerland, Finland, Luxembourg and Austria:
5 to 10 microwatts/m2.
In Canada and the USA we are told 10 million microwatts/m2 is “safe”. [Globe & Mail Apr 3/09]
CLASS 2B CARCINOGEN
In 2011, WHO classified Radio Frequency electromagnetic fields from cell phones, portable
phones, smart meters and other wireless gadgets as Class 2B carcinogen – “possibly
carcinogenic to humans.” Lead and DDT are Class 2B carcinogens.
Both are banned in Canada.

NOT SECURE

“603 million smart meters to be installed worldwide by 2016.” -ecoseed.org

INSECURE
“IOActive, a security research firm, reverse-engineered the smart
meters from a particular manufacturer and created a worm that spread
throughout a simulated smart grid infrastructure, compromising 15,000
smart meters… Imagine if the worm/bot sent false usage information
demanding more power to an electric sector and caused an overload
leading to a cascading failure. Utility companies are not used to
thinking in terms of data security.”
“New electricity meters being rolled out to millions of homes and
businesses are riddled with security bugs that could bring down the
power grid… As energy utilities install hundreds of millions of
'SmartMeters' with a remote off switch to allow economicallychallenged defaulters to be switched off remotely, the wireless
gadgets are a wet dream-come-true for would-be hackers and more
malevolent terrorists.
“By 2015, utilities in more than two-dozen US states expect to have
almost 52 million customers outfitted with the bidirectional smart
meters. InGuardians, a cyber security firm, tested 5 different brands of
‘SmartMeters’ and found they could all be easily hacked into.” -Chris
Poulin, Chief Security Officer, Q1

“Fertility rates have been falling across the country for decades. An aging British Columbia means fewer
births… Demand for electricity by residential consumers already is in decline – and is clearly shown to be
doing so by BC Hydro's own data – even before the wasteful, unnecessary expenditure of $1 billion on smart
meters.” - Will McMartin

“The price that power
producers charge utilities
fluctuates every five
minutes or so, according
to market conditions. If
too many people set
appliances to turn on, or
devices to recharge,
when the price of
electricity crosses the
same threshold, it could
cause a huge spike in
demand… that could
bring down the power
grid.” - research scientist Mardavij [MIT
News Office Aug 3/11]

NOT LEGAL

“Hydro doesn’t want to come clean because the Crown utility – and the provincial government – don’t want to
acknowledge that they have a $1 billion customer relations disaster on their hands.” -Brian Kieran, columnist

SMART METERS ARE AGAINST THE LAW(S)
•

Smart Meters are not CSA/UL approved
Provincial law stipulates that all electrical appliances connected to a public power source, must conform to CSA Standards.
Smart meters are not CSA approved and could void your house insurance.

•

Smart Meters violate Building Codes
BC Building Code, Section Four 4.1.3.6 – zero tolerance for prohibited vibrations.

•

Smart Meters violate Electrical Codes
BC Hydro engineers confirm that introducing stray currents and their resulting harmonics into electrical wiring in buildings,
homes and the grid is prohibited by the Canada Electrical Code. When harmonics from randomly intersecting frequencies
resonate unpredictably, unintended power levels and frequencies often exceed licensed limits. Induction causes harm and is
against the law. Why? It causes nerve and muscle depolarization leading to disease and death. (The meter also bills you for
this spurious electromagnetic induction!)
Harmonics are caused by the smart meter’s Switched-Mode Power Supply, which “steps down” the 240-volt AC coming
from the utility power pole to 2–10 volts DC to run the meter’s digital electronics. Harmonics are currents that are multiples
of the fundamental frequency. The smart meter’s basic power frequency of 900 MHz becomes 1800 MHz at the 2nd
harmonic. When transmitting at 2.4 GHz, the 3rd induced harmonic is 7.2 billion cycles a second – not good for wiring,
motherboards, bees or human DNA.

•

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom
Right to life, liberty, security, security from unreasonable search and seizure, right to respect for private life (non-disclosure
confidential information), right to well-being.

•

Trespass Act of British Columbia – BC 462
Your contract with BC Hydro allows their employees to come onto your property to read and maintain your meter. They are
trespassing if they come to replace it with a hazardous, unwanted device.

•

Human Rights Code
Protects persons from being harassed or discriminated against, and from retaliation should they complain.

NOT NICE

Later convicted of drunk driving in another country, but not for taking a bribe to institute a wildly unpopular
tax – or for closing hospitals and clinics and forcibly relocating homeless people – Premier Gordo was so
hated that when he finally resigned after massive protests, his approval rating was 9%. A Canadian record.
–Mika The Roofer

THE BC CORIX SCAM
Will McMartin tells this tale for The Tyee:
The insiders cashing in on BC’s billion-dollar smart
meter rip-off have political roots in BC going back three
decades…
In June 1980, BC taxpayers paid for Energy minister
Bob McClelland to attend the “Sugar Babies” burlesque
in New York City. “Broadway Bob” also enjoyed a
“working dinner” with US consultant, Peter Restler.
By 1998, BC Premier Gordon Campbell was busy
“selling off BC's natural resources and profit-making
provincial corporations” to his cronies. When “Gordo”
sold BC Hydro’s gas division to Inland Gas, Restler was
lead adviser for Inland Gas. In 1989, Restler started an
investment firm called CAI Capital Management.

Gordo arrested in HI for DUI

By 2003, the BC taxpayer’s former natural gas division
had become Terasen Gas. In March, 2005, after the
ulta-corrupt Campbell supped with Peter Restler in NYC,
Terasen was sold to Kinder Morgan. (The Texas
energy conglomerate wanted Terasen's Alberta-B.C.
pipeline, which now delivers dirty Tar Sands oil to
Burnaby, BC for export to China.)
Kinder Morgan then sold Terasen's water and utilities
subsidiary to Peter Restler's CAI Capital Management,
in partnership with the British Columbia Investment
Management Corporation. The $125 million sale was
completed in May 2006. In July the company's name
was changed from Terasen to… Corix.
(more…)

Restler

“There is now an inquiry into Campbell's corrupt sell-off of BC Rail, which was essentially given to a friend.
People are rightly pissed at his selloff of BC Ferries, which went to another buddy, and the fact he sold 3
ferries to their manufacturer for 10% of their value. His party had numerous offices raided and members
arrested for things which included registry violations.” –Mika The Roofer

In December 2007, the BC Liberal government appointed Tracey McVicar,
Managing director of CAI Capital Management, to… wait for it… the Board
of Directors of BC's largest Crown corporation, BC Hydro and Power
Authority!
“On Apr. 24, 2009, less than three weeks before the government faced
voters,” Peter Restler and Tracey McVicar sent a pair of $2,500 cheques to
the BC Liberal party. Four months earlier, Ms. McVicar’s Corix had sent a
cheque to the BC Liberals for an identical $2,500.
In October 2009, five months after his re-election, the incorrigible Campbell
was again in New York City, ostensibly on behalf of the people of British
Columbia, who again paid for his travel.
Tracey McVicar – BC Liberals, BC
Hydro, CAI Capital Management,
Corix

In January 2010, “it was Campbell's turn to host Restler, who traveled to
Vancouver for the 2010 Winter Olympics. Two tickets, each worth $1,100 –
and paid for by B.C. taxpayers – were given to Restler and an unnamed
guest so they could attend the opening ceremonies,” Will McMartin reports.
At the end of February 2010, BC Hydro announced that it had selected
CAI-owned Corix to install as many as 1.8 million smart meters at every
residence and business across B.C.
The contract is valued at $73 million. [TheTyee.ca Mar 21/11; Mika The
Roofer]

Technocracy

“Technocracy is a totalitarian system of government where scientists, engineers and technicians monitor and
control all facets of personal and civic life – economic, social and political… Follow the energy, follow the
power.” –augustforecast.com

Technocracy, Inc.
In 1932, Peak Oil guru M. King Hubbert called for an
energy-based accounting system to:
•

Register on a continuous 24 hour basis the total net
conversion of energy.

•

Provide a continuous inventory of all production and
consumption.

•

Provide a specific registration of all goods and services,
where produced and where used.

•

Provide a specific description and record of consumption
of each individual. [Technocracy Study Source]
In Between Two Ages: America’s Role in the Technetronic
Era, “Zbig” Brzezinski called for a “final stage of world
history,” the Technetronic Era, in which:

•

Government functions to maintain and increase its own
power and control over its citizens.

•

A principal goal is to force consumer behavior to change.
Today, your city, town and neighbourhood are part of an
initiative to create a Global Smart Grid that will integrate
energy distribution for all continents on the globe.

"I love the energy field. There is a big market. If you can make a real breakthrough,
a few somebodies will get very rich.” –Bill Gates

SMART METERS, SMART GRIDS, BC AND THE WORLD
According to Ottawa, BC’s new $400 million, 287 kilovolt, 335-kilometre Northwest Transmission Line is
“a key step in a potential interconnection between southeast Alaska and the North American transmission
grid via British Columbia.” [Government of Canada "backgrounder"]
Built by BC taxpayers, the northwest line will give Alaska access to the entire western North America
electricity market. [Vancouver Sun Jan 13/10]
Peter Meisen says Alaskan and Russian power planners have been meeting since 1992 “to discuss an
east/west intertie between Alaska and Siberia… and their Asian neighbours.” As Joyce Nelson reports, “If
all goes as planned, BC could ultimately be powering not only air-conditioners in California, but
computers in Japan.”
As Joyce Nelson points out, “Canada's provincial/territorial Environment Ministers offered no resistance
to the massive environmental destruction involved in hydroelectric megaprojects. And there was no one
at the Banff conference to question the spending of Canadian taxpayer megabucks on grid
‘improvements’ so that US consumers can have cut-rate power.”
The new HVDC transmission-line corridors would also contain pipelines for shale gas, bitumen, and
(potentially) water. GE is one of the biggest water privateers in the world. A recent Wikileaks release of
cables sent from the U.S. embassy in Ottawa revealed that Alberta Tory politicians have offered to export
power to the U.S. using excess electricity generated by tar sands operations.
Shortly after the cables were sent, the Alberta government proposed a $14 billion upgrade to its
transmission system "at taxpayers' expense with no public needs assessments." [Watershed Sentinel,
September-October/11]

“It’s the grid. It’s the grid. It’s the grid! Take care not to fixate on only defending your own analogue meter. To
escape this rapidly spreading blight, we have to rally our communities to declare themselves smart meter
free.” –Smart Meter Free Zone organiser

GO FIGURE…
Europe's federal mandate adopted in 2009 requires all EU members to
introduce a smart meter system by 2022. (Around 80% of the regions is
expected to have smart meters by 2020.) The Council of Europe recommends
that member states “ban all mobile phones, DECT phones or WiFi or Wireless
Local Area Network systems from classrooms and schools. [ehhi]
The French government announced last month it will also fit 35 million homes across the
country with smart meters by 2018. France prohibits the use of mobile phones in
kindergartens, primary schools, and colleges as precautionary measures to reduce
potential health risks. [ehhi; ecoseed]
Italy has already implemented Smart Grid technology in 85% of its homes nationwide.
Other countries with Smart Grid pilot projects already launched include Germany, France,
England, Russia, Japan, India, Canada, Australia. SMARTGRIDS Africa is promoting Smart
Grid mayhem in smaller countries. China is spending $7.32 billion to build Smart Grids in
Asia. [Terrawatts.com June 15/11]

“Smart grid frequencies violate not only all nature's laws but criminally undermine all building codes and
erode the metal components of nuclear power plants and the entire power grid.” –Andrew Michrowski, Ph.D., foremost
Canadian expert on EMF

HUMAN COLONY COLLAPSE DISORDER
“This interaction is a new phenomenon that accelerates the
corrosion of metal elements such as water pipes and
guttering, reinforcements in concrete, etc – and even the
rods of nuclear reactors!” -next-up.org
Under cross-examination in court in Granby, Quebec on
September 19-23, 2011, Hydro Québec officials admitted
their measurements showed not only damaging harmonics
content, but also other emissions in the radio frequency
range. They had never reported their findings.
Significant oxidation in 9-storey Institute
for Mathematical Research at Rennes,
France due to HF microwave radiation
from a camouflaged base station, which
causes a strong galvanitic reaction
between metal parts and hydrogen.

Along the rue Principal in Sutton, Quebec, expert witness,
Dr. Andrew Michrowski of the Planetary Association for
Clean Energy (PACE) also found manhole covers rapidly
“shrinking – in a strange non-rust-like colour.”

[next-up.org]

He obtained power density data showing the phenomenon
became pronounced at wireless bandwidths: “In a few
months the equivalent of 1 to 2 decades of traditional rustcorrosion was occurring.”
•
•

Full Report
Court Case

ALL FALL DOWN

“These are still preliminary findings, but they have dire implications.” -Panjab University zoologist Neelima Kumar

BEE WARE
At the Prince of Peace Abbey in Oceanside,
California beekeeper Brother Blaise has harvested
honey for nearly 40 years. At one time, he was
putting up 100 gallons of honey every week. But a
few years ago his bees began dying off, “leaving me
nothing. The honey flow stopped and the bees all
died.”
Brother Blaise began to suspect the four cell phone
towers newly blooming on the Monastery grounds.
Using his cell phone to locate no reception, he
moved his hives there. The bees returned. And so
did the honey. [ahharsfnnews]
A “keystone” species, the honeybee pollinates over
100 commercial crops – including most fruit,
vegetables and nuts, as well as alfalfa for cattle
feed and cotton – with a value estimated between
$15-$20 billion annually in the USA alone. More
than one-third of the US honeybee colonies – often
trucked five-times across the country to pollinate
commercial crops – failed to survive winter 2010.
Bees pollinate up to 80% of commercial crops. As
they make a beeline for extinction, a new virus, new
parasites, pathogens, fungi, poor nutrition and 121
different pesticides are evident in bees, wax, and
pollen. [alternet May 27/10] more

“The induction of honeybee worker piping by the electromagnetic fields of mobile phones might have dramatic consequences in
terms of colony losses due to unexpected swarming.” –biologist Daniel Favre

Researchers at the University of Athens have also shown that
exposure to pulsed frequencies fragments an insects’ ovarian
cells. Goodbye reproduction. [Consumer Affairs]
Honeybees exposed to cellphone radiation also appear to lose
the ability to return to their hives, and queen bees produce
fewer eggs. Panjab University zoologist Neelima Kumar placed
two cell phones on side walls of hives in call mode for 15
minutes, twice a day, for up to 12 weeks. At the end of several
months, the hive had neither pollen, nor bees. “The colonies
collapsed,” Kumar said. [Current Science; Telegraph India]
When a cell phone is activated, bees make “piping” sounds that
signal it’s time to swarm – at the wrong time. [Daily News Pulse
May 17/11; Apidologie; Daily Mail May 13/11]

Sainuddeen Pattazhy, a Zoology Dept. dean in cell towerplagued Kerala, India showed that when cell phones are placed
near beehives, the hives collapse completely in five to 10 days.
“Lost” worker bees failed to come home. Parasites, wildlife and
other bees – which raid abandoned hives – would not go near
the collapsed colonies.
Pattazhy thinks the radiation interferes with the insect’s
magnetic Earth navigation and damages the bee’s nervous
system, “and it becomes unable to fly." [mercola.com;
mercola.com]

The frequencies triggering Colony Collapse Disorder are 900 –
1,800 MHz) – right in the bull’s eye of smart grids. WiMax will
be even worse. What will happen to the bees – and us – when
total saturation electrosmog descends from the technocrats’
ignorant fantasies?
If we care for the offspring of all species, our choice is simple:
Stop smart meters and wireless extinction grids now!
Or many of them will die.

“Adding to the overload are more wireless gadgets: so-called SMART meters, ‘cordless’ phones, colour-TV,
cell phones, Wi-Fi tablets, and other bandwidth-hungry wireless devices.” -Dr. Andrew Michrowski

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
At the National Association of Corrosion Engineers international meeting in Ottawa, a new type of
corrosion was reported at the Chalk River nuclear reactor, which had been in good repair – until recently.
The new data “revealed a linearly frequency-dependent, electron-stripping process that is so accelerated
that there is no time available for oxidation (normal, red-brown rusting) to occur. This new corrosion
phenomenon follows a fractal geometry pattern (branching out after each penetration-stripping), rather
than progressing layer by layer. This new branching degenerative phenomenon is designated ‘Pit
Corrosion’,” Dr Michrowski reports.
“Even without the use of sophisticated meters, you can now observe across the landscape – where there
is significant presence of background microwave emissions – reinforced concrete sidewalks, bridges,
and building foundations being 'eaten away'. Weakened window frames, popping panes and so on, are
occurring.
“Meanwhile Canadian municipalities express alarm, getting up-in-arms over the extraordinary new
maintenance expenditures – many billions of dollars (trillions for their US colleagues) – which they face
trying to maintain the provision of essential services. The infrastructure is corroding away thousands of
times faster than planners expected their amortization plans to cover.” [next-up.org]
In 2008, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities asked the federal government for an emergency fund of
$123 billion over five years to prevent the collapse of exposed buildings. [Hese Project]
Guess where that money will come from?

PUSHBACK!

“Lack of choice is a common thread linking all of those issues.” -SF Gate

KA-ZAM!
Former BC premier Bill Vander Zalm asked Delta
council to take action to stop the installation of
smart meters until further research has been
done.
“Why should we allow the provincial government
and the BC Hydro to play Russian Roulette with
our health and well being?” he wrote. “If the
provincial government (ala BC Hydro) has a
billion dollars to spend – there are many social
needs, during a time of recession, that are far
more in need than changing meters.” [South Delta
Leader Dec 16/11]

"It just rubbed us the wrong way that we can
choose not to use a cell phone, we can choose
not to have Wi-Fi, we can choose to make our
home relatively free of (electromagnetic fields),
but then here comes PG&E, and suddenly you
have no choice," said Joshua Hart at his home in
Santa Cruz County. "People need to feel they're in
control of their own homes." [SF Gate Aug16/10]

OUR HOME, OUR CHOICE!!!
-suggested sign to post at the entrance to your property (along with posted legal notices next to your locked analog meter)

EHS-FREE ZONES
•

Sweden has declared some beaches and public
buildings RF-free areas where cell phones and
wireless computers cannot be used so that people
with electromagnetic hypersensitivity – an
environmental allergy that Sweden classifies as a
functional disability – can take respite from EMF
electrosmog.

•

One municipality in Norway banned cell phones
from a public beach to make it accessible to people
with electro-sensitivities. Former prime minister, Gro
Harlem Brundtland, who won't allow cell phones
within 12 feet of her because they give her
headaches. [NOW Toronto News Mar 15/06]

•

Hornby residents have declared our island a “Smart
Meter Free Zone”. We seek to link with other Gulf
Islands, Vancouver Island communities and Santa
Cruz, CA.

•

British and Irish citizens are bulldozing down cell
towers. Israelis are tearing down cell towers with
bare hands and chasing landlords who lease
rooftops to microwave tower companies through
streets. [Counterpunch Mar 18/11]

•

One North Vancouver resident said, “We have
refused to allow Corix to install Smart Meters in our
building. An installer told us we had been placed on
a UTC (“unable to complete”) list along with 40,000
other households in the province.” [Monday May 5/12]

SMART METER LINKS
CANADA & BC
•
•
•
•

stopsmartmeters.ca
stopsmartmeters.bc.ca
citizensforsafetechnology.org
Gulf Islanders For Safe Technology

BEST REPORTS
•
•
•

Sage Associates Smart Meters Report
BioInitiative Report
County of Santa Cruz report on Smart Meter safety

•
•

SMART METERS WORLD ROLLOUT MAP
SIGN EMF WORLDWIDE PETITION HERE

RECOMMENDED SITES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerwatch
Magda Havaas
WEEP
Terrawatts
Hese Project
Mast Sanity
Next-Up
Ban Smart Meters
Fight cell phone towers placed near schools, playgrounds, hospitals, etc.
Download recently declassified U.S. Navy document (summarizes more than 2,300 studies on microwave health effects - 1971!)
Cardiologist Dr. Stephen – excellent information on radiation
(more)

SMART METERS IN THE NEWS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gabriola Says 'No' To Smart Meters [Island Tides Dec 1-14/11]
Nanaimo Residents Taking Steps To Prevent Smart Meter Installation [Nanaimo Daily News Dec 1/11]
City Of North Vancouver Calls For Halt To Smart Meter Plan [North Shore News Dec 2/11]
Sunshine Coast Questions Smart Meters [Coast Reporter Dec 2/11]
Cache Creek Couple Pressures BC Hydro To Remove Smart Meter [CBC News Nov 30/11]
Smart Meters Bring Fear To Agassiz Cancer Patient [Agassiz Observer Dec 1/11]
Burnaby Mayor Derek Corrigan Calls B.C. Hydro Smart Meters "Waste Of Money" [Georgia Straight Nov 30/11]
Concerns Over B.C. Hydro's Smart Meters Keep Coming [straight.com Dec 1/11]
Auditor-General Finds $5-Billion Rat-In-The-Snake Dilemma At BC Hydro Hard To Swallow [Vancouver Sun Nov 29/11]
Wireless Health Damage is No Joking Matter [Stop Smart Meters! Nov 30/11]
California Class Action Suit Seeks To Limit Smart Meter Use [Environmental Building News Dec 1/11]
Health Warning: High Frequency [Earth Island Journal Winter/12]
What does it cost to opt out of a smart meter? [eMeter Feb 17/11]
Home Owners & Pets Sickened By Smart Meters
The Science Behind The Harm www.smartmeterdangers.org
Smart Meters - Frequently Asked Questions
About the Smart Meter Program
Radio Waves and Smart Meters
Worrying About Wireless (Economist)
How Smart Meters Work
EMF Safety Network
Smart Meters Explosion in Naples, FL (WFTX-TV Fox 4)
Smart grid could turn appliances into spies (CBC News)

BOOKS
Smart Meters For Smarties by William Thomas (ebook download)
ABCs Of Cell Phones & Other Hazards Of The Wireless Age by William Thomas (ebook download)
Dirty Electricity
Disconnect: The Truth About Cell Phone Radiation Public Health
SOS: The Shadow Side of the Wireless Revolution
A Consumer’s Guide to the Issues and How to Protect Ourselves
(more)

SMART METER SCIENCE LINKS
Talking to Your Doctor
Personality Changes
Microwave Radiation Affects The Heart
Living Nightmare Due To Smart Meters
Autism and Cell Leakage –Goldsworthy
Wi-Fi Lawsuit Against Portland School District
Dr. Magda Havas – Response to Smart Meters
Heart Effects And Risk To Children From Wi-Fi
Health Impacts of Radiofrequency from Smart Meters
Daniel Hirsch – Health impacts of RF from Smart Meters
What You Should Know About Smart Meters –Sage Associates
Karolinska Institute Smart Meters Letter to California Public Utilities
Daughter Made Very Sick – Real Life Story From Cambridge, Ontario
Michrowski on Wireless Gadgets, Wi-Fi Smart Meters – Are they safe?
Pregnant Women Should Minimize Exposure to Cell Phones –Study
Children And Mobile Phone – Health Of Following Generations In Danger
Headaches from Cellular Telephones –What are the Implications?
Chronic Fatigue Link To Microwave Exposure
(more)

SMART METER SCIENCE 2.
EHS: Will We All Become Electrosensitive?
Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: Fact or Fiction?
EHS: Blood Testing Near Cell Towers (“Blood Levels Alarmingly Altered”)
Biological Effects Induced By Combined Exposures
Colwood, BC: EHS Proclamation
Biological effects of Dirty Electricity
Diabetes and EMF – The Evidence
Hearing of Microwave Pulses by Humans and Animals
Tinnitus: The Ringing May Continue
EMR Reduces Melatonin in Animals and People
Sperm Count Lowered
Damage To Reproductive Capacity
EMR Clashes With Bees
Seven Billion People Need Bees
Birds, Bees and Electromagnetic Pollution –Dr. Andrew Goldsworthy
Portland Wi-Fi Lawsuit (Wi-Fi in Schools)
Radiofrequency Interference with Medical Devices
Medical Devices and Electromagnetic Interference
Smart Meters Can Interfere With Medical Life Support Devices

SMART METER VIDEOS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chased Off
Corix Confronted
Smart Meter Burning
Meter Readings Foiled
“Take Back Your Power”
Smart Meter Killing Shrub
Smart Meters Know The Truth
Smart Meter Radiation Measured
North Van Objects To Smart Meters
Hitler Freaks Out Over Smart Meters
Full video interview with David Chalk
Smart Meter Still On At Vacant House
How To Replace A Smart Meter With A Safe Analog Meter
Microwave Radiation Affects The Heart – Are The Results Real?

June 2012 Updates
MEDIA
#1 YouTube: “Face To Face With Smart Meters”
Walt McGinnis on YouTube

Beware Trojan Horses
To All Hornby Residents and Friends of Hornby,
I have spent this past weekend in emergency consultations to assess, identify, confirm and counter a Trojan Horse sent by our increasingly
desperate provincial utility company to undermine Hornby’s resistance to smart meters, as well as communities looking to us for
leadership.
Under the guise of “dialogue”, a highly skilled “negotiator” has been hired by Hydro to come to Hornby, profile the opposition to smart meters,
identify its weakest or most easily influenced members, and persuade them to enter discussions behind the backs of a community that has
voted to declare and defend Hornby Island as a Smart Meter Free Zone.
He is not a utility employee. Meeting with him is not meeting with Hydro.
Instead, it turns out that this particular “hired gun” is notorious for splintering and destroying hard-won community movements. Communities
opposed to being irradiated, fleeced and spied upon by smart meters must understand that anyone meeting with a Hydro consultant behind
closed doors away from public process will be headlined by Hydro as surrendering their community’s position by agreeing to “negotiate” their
stand. Do not fall for this ruse!
In the jargon of “interest-based” manipulation – which requires the opposition to “be nice” by giving up their position prior to entering discussions
– the following letter has been sent to all “targeted” Hornby invitees and may now be circulated widely as a caution to all concerned.
Thank you for your immediate attention and appropriate action,
William Thomas
Hornby Island
June 4, 2012
PS: HIRRA has cancelled this proposed private meeting.
Cc: Comox Valley Regional District
More…

Hydro’s Trojan Horse Sent To Pasture
Sunday June 3, 2012
To Invited Participants of Monday's Proposed Private Session With A BC Hydro Consultant, And All
Those Who May Be Concerned:
Yesterday, Christiane, Will and several other members of the Hornby community were invited to attend a private meeting with an independent
consultant who has worked with BC Hydro for years.
In his own words, he has been hired by our provincial utility company to go around to stubborn communities and attempt to “defuse their SM
installation refusal.”
We were immediately concerned by the very late notice for select invited participants to attend a closed meeting when our position was attained
by a public vote.
Monday's proposed session looks to be entirely different than what was originally proposed by Tony Law and Daniel Siegel months ago, when
repeated invitations to attend a public information meeting were extended to Hydro. Those offers were never intended to morph into a private
meeting with a consultant hired to subvert our resistance.
This is a strong and united community. We don't do things in secret.
There is no mandate to attend any such meeting.
Further, anyone concerned with the importance of integrity, openness, trust and transparency would rightfully be
offended by such a proposal.
On principle, and in keeping with our core community values, we will not negotiate nor compromise our position. This proposal entirely
disrespects what has already transpired when we voted as a community to make Hornby a Smart Meter Free Zone.
“Smart Meter Free“ means just that.
Continued…

HIRRA and Hornby's position on becoming a Smart Meter Free Zone has become widely publicised and is now held up as an example
throughout BC and beyond. The utility's insistence on the coercive infliction of smart meters on unwilling recipients is also well known.
We invite BC Hydro to abandon its position. There is no middle ground.
In “Lessons In Interest-Based Bargaining,” Stacey Allerton Firth begins by advising, “prepare for tradeoffs.” She adds, “I would also
advise taking measured risks in changing the process to achieve a different outcome.”
There can be no “tradeoffs” between the forced imposition and outright refusal of such dangerous and unnecessary wireless
technology.
We do not desire a “different income”. We have made our position clear: Hornby Island is a Smart Meter Free Zone. We are fully
prepared to defend ourselves against these medically recognised wireless hazards and associated privacy and security risks.
Finally, we feel there is nothing to "negotiate" since the Hornby Island Residents and Ratepayers have already – by word and deed –
said a firm “no" to smart meters and their attendant microwave grid.
Our position is the strongest in this province. Many communities are looking to us for inspiration and instruction on resisting the SM
plague. We will not betray that trust, nor concede our greatest strength – either privately or publicly. We have drawn the line here. We
are not revisiting our truth.
The best interests of this community, which Hornby Citizens for Safe Technology and HIRRA represent, are not served by meeting
behind closed doors with a negotiator paid to ensure a predetermined outcome.
After due consideration, we feel that in order to respect our community’s democratic voice we cannot in good faith attend any private
meeting of a select few to discuss this public issue.
We trust that you will agree with our assessment and response.

William Thomas
Christiane Brown
Hornby Citizens For Safe Technology

CVRD Presentation
Presentation by William Thomas to the Comox Valley Regional District Board of Directors May 29, 2012
A BC Hydro representative speaking before an assembly such as this will take 45 minutes to extol the
promised benefits of wireless smart meters.
I will demolish these assertions in less than 10.
In this time I also hope to persuade the Comox Valley Regional District to join 45 BC municipalities, 9 Gulf Islands, 55
California cities - and communities across North America and the European Union in calling for an immediate
moratorium on smart meter installation until a full public review – including full public participation – can be completed.
Indeed, the Netherlands and Hawaii have banned wireless smart meters outright. And their installation is no longer
mandatory in Quebec and Great Britain.
I have been an award-winning investigative journalist for nearly five decades. Since first reporting on electromagnetic radiation in 1991, I have
written numerous articles and ebooks on wireless hazards – most recently the ebook: SMART METERS FOR SMARTIES. The more I read and
interview independent experts in the “field” of electromagnetic radiation the more concerned become.
From Ontario to Maine, British Columbia to Britain – in actual day-to-day use NONE of the promises made for smart meters have materialised.
Instead, the problems associated with these wireless devices are significant – and increasing.
Once installed, Smart Meters are…
•
•
•
•

NOT CHEAP
NOT HEALTHY
NOT SAFE
NOT SECURE

Indeed, Hawaii, Maryland, Indiana, Utah and the Netherlands have all rejected wireless smart meters. And their installation is no longer
mandatory in Quebec, California and Great Britain.
BC Hydro will tell you that smart meters will save customers money. In Ontario –where 4 million smart meters are already installed – more than
8 in every 10 consumers have seen their hydro bills increase. Often dramatically.
Continued…

This is before "time of use" billing jacks up rates charged on power consumed during "peak periods" when most of us are bathing, cooking
meals and doing dishes and laundry. Of course, no matter what time we perform these activities, we will still be using the same amount of
hydro.
In demanding a smart meter moratorium, a California State Senator called these devices “fraud meters”. British Columbians are already finding
out why.
On the Sunshine Coast, a senior couple, Ellie and Eric, saw their bill more than double. Here in Courtenay, Sandy’s bill has gone from $40 to
$200. Their experience is unfortunately common.
The wiring that provides electricity to and within our homes, offices, stores, schools and clinics is not made to carry these high frequencies. In
fact, I am told by master electrician Curtis Bennett that under the BC Building Code and the Canadian Electrical Code it is illegal to introduce
such “harmonics” into wiring. Insurers are looking at this very closely. The CVRD may also want to look at issuing Building and Occupancy
permits for smart metered buildings. As we’ve seen on local TV and YouTube, smart meters installed into “live” house circuits can cause arcs of
very high voltage to short out wiring. Electricians have told me that installing a meter under load “is like deciding to start a fire.”
Home appliances and computers are also being fried by smart meters. But BC Hydro says all such damage is the customer’s responsibility.
When it comes to electrical fields from smart meters, there is another big problem with wireless induction.
US!
As water-filled antennas, we pick up the same electromagnetic energy pulsing off all those smart meters – as well as the routers and collectors
they are constantly calling.
But “time-averaging” is a utility sleight-of-hand that ignores high power spikes every half-second. These “transients” induce intense power
densities in wiring. And in human bodies. If your body and brain aren’t hooked up to a surge suppressor, you could blow your own circuits.
Many people are.
In Sweden, where wireless grids were first introduced more than a decade ago, a quarter-million people are now recognised to have a
permanent disability from Electro Sensitivity. In banning smart meters, the mayor of Fairfax, California warned, “For people who are sensitive to
electromagnetic radiation, it's going to be a living nightmare." Across North America, including BC, tens of thousands of people are already
complaining of smart meter symptoms. These include:
•
•
•

Agitation
Dizziness
Severe headache

Continued…

The elderly, diabetics and those on some medications also respond more acutely to radio frequency and microwave exposures. Forced latenight power savings introduced by smart meters are another form of age discrimination against seniors.
BC Hydro also claims that smart meters only operate for several minutes a day. Silver Spring Networks – a company that makes smart meter
components – looked at data from some 88,000 installed meters and found that total transmission time tops 14 minutes every day.
Again, time-averaging is deceptive. Smart meters typically emit 10,000 sharp spikes of energy every 24 hours. Some send out more than
190,000 risky “transients” that may make us transient, as well!
And they all converse together, piggy-backing those pulses. In “mesh networks” smart meter signals are bounced from house to house before
reaching the final hub. So exposures are not just from your own meter – but accumulating from as many as 5,000 of your neighbors’ meters, as
well.
This means that unless you act immediately to stop and roll back smart meter installations in the CVRD, our families, homes and
neighbourhoods will be assaulted by pulsed signals virtually every second of every day and night.
Yet BC Hydro has NOT tested these combined exposures under “full load”.
We will be that experiment. Instead, Hydro says their smart meter emissions are less than Canada’s Safety Code 6 allows. This means they do
not burn human flesh.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency called identical exposure standards “seriously flawed” – in 1993!
The problem is that our antiquated Safety Code 6 measures only tissue heating. Biological effects are omitted. This is like saying you can
smoke 3 packs of cigarettes a day – and you’ll be fine, as long as you don’t burn yourself!
When it comes to dangerous non-thermal effects from wireless smart meters, Safety Code 6 guidelines are irrelevant. Nor do any Safety Code 6
safety standards exist for cumulative, long-term exposure to electromagnetic fields. Or from multiple sources. Another big concern with smart
meters is that by measuring energy usage moment to moment, anyone hacking into these signals can reconstruct a household’s activities – and
manipulate that data – as well as any wireless-equipped appliances.
The BC Privacy Commissioner says that smart meters violate the BC Privacy Act. The Netherlands has banned smart meters for this human
rights violation. I finally note the CVRD proclaiming today the “Day of The Honey Bee.” In replicated experiments without the presence of
pesticides, cell phones placed near hives – emitting the same frequencies as smart meters – cause complete colony collapse. At least one-third
of our food crops depend on pollination by honey bees.

Continued

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memory problems
Difficulty concentrating
Broken sleep
Blood pressure fluctuations, racing heart, seizures
Nausea
Rashes
Skin burning
Tinnitus
Weakness and fatigue

Statistics show that while everyone is affected by cumulative wireless exposure, 15 out of every 100 Comox Valley residents exposed to smart
meters may feel immediate ill effects when the microwave smart grid is activated.
BC Hydro is also unable to tell us what is “safe” about a potential carcinogen. Which is what the World Health Organisation ruled last year when
it classified RF as a Class 2B carcinogen – “possibly carcinogenic to humans” – putting Radio Frequency and microwave emissions in the same
category as lead and DDT. Lead and DDT are banned in Canada.
As EMR Assessment Technician Walt McGinnis put it, “This is the first time in history that our government has forced us to have a possible
carcinogen on our house.”
In fact, nowhere does the CLEAN ENERGY ACT stipulate that BC Hydro must install WIRELESS smart meters. BC Hydro also insists wireless
smart meters are “safe” because they emit less energy than cell phones. In fact, radiation expert Daniel Hirsch has found that smart meters
expose the entire body to 100-times more radiation than aptly named “cellular” phones. Other scientists have found that even low-level
microwaves provoke the biggest increases in cell DNA damage.
At least you can turn your cell phone off. Exposure to smart meter radiation is involuntary and continuous.
After the European Environmental Agency called for action to reduce public exposure to Wi-Fi and Wi-Max radiation, European governments
are moving quickly to ban or restrict wireless exposures.
Why should we be allowing already unacceptable exposures to increase? In fact, radiation expert Daniel Hirsch has found that smart meters
expose the entire body to 100-times more radiation than aptly named “cellular” phones. Other scientists have found that even low-level
microwaves provoke the biggest increases in cell DNA damage.
Needless to say, an embryo, fetus or child should never be exposed to smart meter radiation, lest they become learning and behaviourally
impaired for life.

Continued…

The elderly, diabetics and those on some medications also respond more acutely to radio frequency and microwave exposures. Forced latenight power savings introduced by smart meters are another form of age discrimination against seniors.
BC Hydro also claims that smart meters only operate for several minutes a day.
Silver Spring Networks – a company that makes smart meter components – looked at data from some 88,000 installed meters and found that
total transmission time tops 14 minutes every day.
Again, time-averaging is deceptive. Smart meters typically emit 10,000 sharp spikes of energy every 24 hours. Some send out more than
190,000 risky “transients” that may make us transient, as well! And they all converse together, piggy-backing those pulses. In “mesh networks”
smart meter signals are bounced from house to house before reaching the final hub. So exposures are not just from your own meter – but
accumulating from as many as 5,000 of your neighbors’ meters, as well.
This means that unless you act immediately to stop and roll back smart meter installations in the CVRD, our families, homes and
neighbourhoods will be assaulted by pulsed signals virtually every second of every day and night.
Yet BC Hydro has NOT tested these combined exposures under “full load”.
We will be that experiment.
Instead, Hydro says their smart meter emissions are less than Canada’s Safety Code 6 allows. This means they do not burn human flesh.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency called identical exposure standards “seriously flawed” – in 1993!
The problem is that our antiquated Safety Code 6 measures only tissue heating. Biological effects are omitted. This is like saying you can
smoke 3 packs of cigarettes a day – and you’ll be fine, as long as you don’t burn yourself!
When it comes to dangerous non-thermal effects from wireless smart meters, Safety Code 6 guidelines are irrelevant.
Nor do any Safety Code 6 safety standards exist for cumulative, long-term exposure to electromagnetic fields. Or from multiple sources. Another
big concern with smart meters is that by measuring energy usage moment to moment, anyone hacking into these signals can reconstruct a
household’s activities – and manipulate that data – as well as any wireless-equipped appliances.
The BC Privacy Commissioner says that smart meters violate the BC Privacy Act. The Netherlands has banned smart meters for this human
rights violation. I finally note the CVRD proclaiming today the “Day of The Honey Bee.”

Final Page…

TO SUM UP
Safe electricity is a basic human necessity. The Comox Valley Citizens for Safe Technology oppose the smart meter
wireless grid based on the following concerns:

1.
2.
3.
4.

There has been no public consultation with residents. We have a right to give input on – and agree upon –
what takes place in our communities.
There are extensively-documented health risks from prolonged exposure to wireless grids.
The biologically harmful effects of wireless electromagnetic radiation on pollinators threaten bees and
agriculture.
BC Hydro’s easily hacked wireless grid could compromise our personal privacy and security.

Directors here today are aware of Section 83: (1) of the BC Public Health Act: “A municipality must take action when it learns of something that
could be harmful to its residents.” [Bill 23-2008 British Columbia Public Health Act, section 83: (1)]
At a Council meeting last June, the City of Colwood did this. “Due to the potential for wireless smart meters to cause harm or compromise
security,” the city council also declared a moratorium on installing wireless meters – and requested that concerned residents be offered safer
alternatives at no cost to them. We must do no less.
Thank you for your time, attention and immediate action,
William Thomas

LETTERS…
Letter in Times Colonist
People are getting bills from B.C. Hydro that are enormous – two, three, even 10 times what they
were before the poor folks received their "smart" meters.
That's one smart meter and one smart step by B.C. Hydro. I guess that's how they plan to pay for
the program.
What I don't understand is how the Hydro employees who are taking the phone calls from these
shocked and obviously upset people can live with themselves. B.C. Hydro is forcing them to tell
these poor souls that it was a colder winter and that they must have used more power, or that
they had a lot of company at Christmas.
That much colder and that many people? Give me a break! Some of these people live in onebedroom suites – how can they possibly use $1,000 worth of electricity in two months? I wouldn't
be able to sleep if I worked for Hydro. I'd be looking for a new job.
Why are they turning a blind eye to this? How long will the government let it continue? If I
overcharged like that in my business, I'd be sued. -Shirley Robinson, Victoria

Electrician’s Letter To the Chief Electrical Inspector Province of B.C.
Dear Sir:
"I am a licensed electrician with many years experience in residential and commercial work. After
viewing the CHEK news report Dec 2, 2011 about the smart meter fire in Nanaimo, I was
appalled. Should any experienced electrician look at the close-up pictures of the meter base
shown on the news clip, it is obvious that the one knife connection on the load side of the meter
base is sprung way out to the right. This would have resulted in a bad connection with the meter
thus causing the resultant fire. Had this meter base been observed by a licensed electrician doing
the installation of the new meter, he or she would have been required by regulation to not
proceed until the problem was rectified. Admittedly the problem may not have been visually
apparent, but for the clip to be bent out that far the installer must have then used considerable
force to get the meter in place, thus mutilating the connection.
"Ted Olynyk, spokesman for B.C.Hydro, was far too quick to blame faulty wiring in the home for
the resulting problem. I would guess that Mr. Olynyk is not an electrician, for if he was, he would
know that the problem originated with the installation of the new meter, and that was what caused
the bad connection. Were it otherwise, such a poor connection would have resulted in problems
within the home soon after the original analogue meter was installed.
"Were I an inspector looking into this electrical fault that may have resulted in loss of life and
extreme damage to property, I would first look at the result of having workers doing piece work as
fast as they can in order to make more money. That coupled with the fact that they are not
electricians and thus have no license on the line for their incompetence, I could only conclude
that it is their employer who is ultimately responsible, not the homeowner.
"Mr. Olynyk says that this sort of thing will happen on rare occasions. Is he or his employer willing
to take full responsibility for any loss of life or damage to property where the originating problem
is with the meter base or the meter? The installer, as their representative, is or should be required
to insure that the meter base is in a safe working condition prior to installation of the new
equipment.

"Had these meters been installed by B.C. Hydro employees (licensed electricians) through
attrition and in new installations, these problems would not be so severe, or probably would not
happen at all. An electrician, once aware of an electrical safety problem, is required to fix it or
report it to a higher authority. This falls in the same category as you in the Safety Branch.
"I am therefore asking, now that you are aware of it, that you address this problem and not allow
a public relations officer for B.C.Hydro to decide the homeowners' responsibilities for electrical
work done by B.C.Hydro.

Letter to the Premier of BC
Dear Premier Clark,
I am writing to you hoping that when you say you are concerned about the health of our children
you are both sincere and willing to take action to prevent harm to them.
I am speaking specifically about the plans your government has to install smart meters in every
home and apartment. There are many reasons for concern, but my prime one is the high level of
radiation emitted by the meters. Compounded by the close proximity of several within a short
distance in a neighbourhood, and the reflective element within a home actual radiation levels are
even higher. To substantiate my statement, I refer you to the link at Sage Reports.
Cindy Sage has accumulated scientific data showing that levels radiation will far exceed those
allowed under Health Canada’s Safety Code 6, already one of the worst standards in the
developed world. No testing has been done on these meters, resulting in this extraordinary
exposure. In California approximately 15% of people suffer immediate biological effects, ranging
from tinnitis, and headaches to seizures.
In addition to radiation, meters cause harmful interference which has been documented, with
appliances and medical devices malfunctioning. Even home security systems fail.
Lawsuits are pending in California, as more than 38 cities and counties have imposed
moratoriums on future installations.
Most people are angry because of the significantly and consistently higher electrical bills, some
due to hacking. Wait until they find out their homes have been left unprotected or heart monitors
do not work properly. I am encouraging them to look at a YouTube by an electrical engineer,
called “The Dark Side of Smart Meters”.
If you read the link I’ve attached and fail to fear for the safety of our children, then think about the
reaction from the public once these other problems are encountered. Should you stop the smart
meter program and call for an independent investigation into the costs, whether financial, health
or security, this will make a significant impact on people come the fall elections. This is an issue
that will not be soon forgotten, nor forgiven.
Most sincerely,
Sharon Noble
Victoria, BC

Letter To The BC Utilities Commission
Box 250, 900 Howe Street, Sixth Floor
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3
Jan. 12/12

Attention: Ms. Erica Hamilton, Commission Secretary
Dear Commission Secretary,
RE: Andrea Collins, the Citizens for Safe Technology Society and British Columbia Hydro and
Power Authority-Complaint under Section 47 of the Utilities Commission Act
Please accept this letter as official notice of my support of the above-mentioned complaint
submitted December 22, 2011, and of my intention to participate in any future hearing as an
intervenor.
Yours truly,
William Thomas
Hornby Island

Letter From Electrical Pro. Curtis Bennett To Energy Minister Coleman
Minister of Energy and Mines
B.C. Government
Sept. 16, 2011
Dear Mr. Coleman:
Thank you for your response on this important issue and I have taken your advice in copying this
to BC Hydro, Norm Letnick, Premier, Health Canada Minister and others. I have directed this
back to you as well because BC Hydro have no authority related to the Clean Energy Act and the
Clean Energy Act does not provide an exemption for non compliance of Safety Code 6.
As an electrical professional I appreciate efforts to make the electrical grid more reliable and
efficient. The more demand on the grid, the harder equipment has to work. In the EMF
discussion, part of the discussion includes that we are surrounded by natural EMFs. Those
natural EMFs are affecting the energy grid by increasing electrical demand substantially in the
summer. BC Hydro and other energy providers electrical demand increases in the summer as a
result of air conditioning loads, Alberta set a record for electrical demand, etc. The cause of the
demand is natural EMFs interacting with building development and causing buildings to grossly
exceed building code where we are responding to the symptoms of the natural EMFs with
massive energy waste(more emissions) Go to http://www.thermoguy.com/urbanheat.html and see
solar EMFs including the same UV that burns skin burn buildings, even in the winter.
While solar EMFs don't go through walls and roofs, radio frequencies do. Smart Meters and the
smart grid frequencies are electromagnetically radiating ecosystems, pollinators before they get
to the building to communicate with meters, equipment or interact with humans. Hydro keeping
rates 1.25% lower will not incorporate the liability to people or environment when Health
Canada's code language refers to nerve and muscle stimulation. What are the potential health
costs or liabilities associated with causing neurological challenges to populations?
I have been told the meters and equipment won't be running 24/7 but there is no acceptable time
for causing neurological stimulation to people or the ecosystems that sustain all life.

This email will be copied to the BC Coroner's Office where they are investigating Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome rates in BC being up 30% because wireless frequencies affecting nerves have
to be ruled out.
I appreciate the minister acknowledging that safety is the highest priority and that "Any device
that BC Hydro installs must meet federal health and safety standards governing human exposure
to radio frequency and electromagnetic fields" Those standards are Safety Code 6.
Safety Code 6 and other standards acknowledge the mechanism linking the frequencies to
adverse health effects wasn't known. Health Canada presently represents to the provinces,
BCUC, BC Hydro, etc that there is no peer reviewed science linking the frequencies but they fail
to report the mechanism was reported to Health Canada and by expert witness at the request of
Canadian Parliament's Standing Committee on Health on "potential health impacts of RF EMFs".
The peer reviewed science is called electromagnetic induction which is the same mechanism BC
Hydro uses for creating electricity.
As a result of the mechanism found and reported by professionals with government recognized
credentials in BC as well as the rest of Canada, the application of existing law changed and the
frequencies as well as the grid are in violation of Safety Code 6. Enforcing Safety Code 6 must be
done because it is the government's code that references nerve and muscle stimulation. While
Health Canada's administration and others will be held accountable for their criminal negligence,
BC does not want the liability or health costs associated with causing neurological challenges or
affecting pollinators.
It is alarming to hear of Hydro contractors raging forward with meter deployment when they have
no right under the Clean Energy Act with the meters and grid violating Safety Code 6. This will
cause irreversible problems and there will be a liability including criminal negligence. For the BC
Government not to acknowledge municipality's requests for moratoriums is negligent and there
will be an accounting as the application of existing law has changed.
I want to clarify as per the last email, we are not lobbyists. We consult at these levels of industry,
governments, including insurers, lecture medical education, etc because of science within
existing law. The province has to cease all deployment of the meters immediately and enforce
Safety Code 6 as it is the highest priority to protect the public from the frequencies and liabilities.
If you would like more information on the biological effects, go to the medical website and scroll to
the bottom of the page where you will see the filings in US Courts as well as declarations taken
under threat of perjury.
Any questions can be answered and clarified to substantiate this email, please contact the writer.
Sincerely,
Curtis Bennett
Director of Operations
Interprovincial Journeyman Electrician(Red Seal)
Engineering Technologist
Thermografix Consulting Corporation

Letter To Provincal Health Officer
Sent: April-17-12 5:09 PM
To: 'Perry Kendall'
Cc: Tom Kosatsky, CDC
Subject: Switzerland: Physicians for the Environment Requests Strict Application of the
Precautionary Principle
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Kendall:
Thank you for taking the time to review the last scientific paper and forwarding to the appropriate
department for further review.
Regarding the forced application of the wireless Smart Meter program, it is interesting to note that
exposure levels are regularly compared with those of Switzerland’s precautionary levels, and
therefore, to be considered “safe”. However, it becomes clear that physicians in Switzerland are
calling for even stricter limits of exposure, notably for vulnerable groups.
Would it not be the right time to support those medical physicians in British Columbia who are
currently requesting BC Hydro accommodate certain patients by way of an analogue meter for
health reasons? This would be a simple step forward to protect those most vulnerable in our
society as this situation continues to develop and more risks are understood.
As you may be aware, this situation is now in front of the BC Human Rights Tribunal, and yet BC
Hydro is still continuing to force this exposure upon the most vulnerable individuals who have
provided BC Hydro with medical advice from their physician to avoid same. I am hearing every
day from those already impacted by health concerns who are now unable to protect themselves
in their own homes even with their medical physician’s support, causing more stress and anxiety
which further undermines their condition.
We would all really appreciate you stepping in now to protect people with medical advice to avoid
exposure for health reasons, by requesting BC Hydro be respectful of this medical advice and
requests for accommodation by physicians for their patients. We are rapidly becoming the only
place in the world forcing unacceptable health risk exposures upon the most vulnerable against
their will and advice of their physicians. Your protection of these people is requested without
delay.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Una St.Clair
CST

MD In San Francisco Bay Area Speaks Out
I am Toril Jelter, a board certified pediatrician specializing in medical and environmental aspects
of autism related illness.
I have health concerns regarding the unbridled roll out of wireless technologies without adequate
health studies before hand. Dear FDA/FCC, I request a moratorium on the Smart Meter roll out
ASAP until a proper assessment of health effects has been conducted. Here are a few patient
stories for your review: A 2 year old child can’t sleep at night. He screams inconsolably for hours.
When the mother takes the child away from the SF Bay area to a remote area with poor cell
phone reception the child sleeps well every night and naps as a normal 2 year old would during
the day. A 40 year old man with MS & EHS (multiple sclerosis and electrohypersensitivity)
requests no Smart Meter. His doctor writes a letter to support this request. It is granted BUT only
temporarily! His 4 neighbors get a Smart Meter and he develops such severe ringing in the ears
(tinnitus) that he is no longer able to sleep indoors.
He discovers that the only way he can sleep is to sleep outdoors. (This could be explained by the
cumulative effect of EMF in his home + the Smart Meters next door.)

A 45 year old woman with MS has been stable for several years. After installment of a Smart
Meter she goes down hill rapidly: depression, flu-like symptoms and severe fatigue. Another
woman with MS, 50 years old who is improving, gets a Smart Meter. She gets worse balance,
worsening depression. Falls and breaks 2 ribs and punctures a lung. A 10 year old child with high
functioning autism gets a Smart Meter. His handwriting deteriorates. He seems more fatigued. He
gets flu like symptoms frequently. He loses his appetite and stops gaining weight. A 65 year old
woman gets a Smart Meter, actually 4 , at the head of her bed. (condo). She develops severe
tinnitus, sleep disturbances, intermittent confusion, memory problems, heart palpitations and
diabetes. -Toril J.

Dog Made Sick After Smart Meter Installed
April 11, 2012
Attn: Honourable Michael de Jong
Re: Smart Meters
Dear Honourable Michael de Jong,
We had a smart meter installed in our home in Vancouver, BC on December 14, 2011. I initially
was reluctant about it due to some of the literature I had read but thought that mostly what people
were saying was “all in their heads”. When I voiced my concern, BC Hydro said I had “no choice
in the matter” and that if I refused to have one installed that they would cut off my power. Shortly
after the installation, which was on the outside of my house nearest to my den, my 12 year old
dog Trapper started to exhibit distress and odd signs of behavior which we had never
experienced before.
The den was where he slept since he was a 3 month old puppy and where he went to seek
refuge if he was ever scared. After December 14th, he avoids that room at all costs and has
spent many sleepless nights walking and pacing from room to room, trying to sleep and lifting up
his head in distress countless times, and the only place he can calm down is outside on our deck,
outside of the house. At the time, we thought that his behavior was simply a coincidence and that
the timing of the smart meter was irrelevant, but after thousands of dollars of vet bills, months of
sleepless nights of trying to console him, and having read other dog owners testaments of the
exact behavior we have described, we believe that the smart meter is the problem…I have
consulted with an electromagnetic expert in the US who stated that animals and some small
children can hear frequencies that we don’t and can disturb them neurologically, even though we
don’t witness the same sounds.
When we take him to friend’s homes (who don’t have smart meters), to get some moments of
solace, he is like our old dog, relaxed, sleeping peacefully… no whining, crying, pacing, etc. and
then as soon as we bring him back home, it all starts in again.
I have spoken to my MLA (Adrian Dix’s office), the Smart Meter supervisor at BC Hydro, (who
keeps repeating how safe the smart meters are and said we can’t get our analog meter back
even at our own expense), and several other experts, and DEMAND that the meter be removed
from our house immediately. I am also getting a letter from my vet as she also believes that this is
causing his problems as he isn’t showing any other signs of dementia or cognitive disorders.
I also had an electrician come over this morning to consult with him re. moving the smart meter to
the outside of our garage. He said that it would be an extremely costly proposition and would
require digging a two foot trench throughout our yard, removing our deck, rewiring where the lines
feed into the house and garage, etc. so don’t feel like this is a viable solution.

I am a publicist and if I don’t get anywhere soon with the removal of my smart meter, I will go to
every media outlet I know of to make myself heard. I don’t think that anyone else would like to
see their loved one suffer like this and stay up with them for months of sleepless nights.
Thanks in advance for your help and kind consideration in this matter. I appreciate anything you
can do to help expedite the removal and to help us with this unfortunate situation.
Regards,
J. Smith

Not Happy With Smart Meter
Sunshine Coast, B.C.
Editor:
I am the unhappy recipient of a Smart Meter in spite of my telephoned objection noted in my
Hydro file in October.
I have been experiencing intermittent physical symptoms and physical distress. If it were not for
the reaction of my cats, I would be tempted to think that I am just "off"; but my two youngest cats
exhibited abnormal hyperactivity during the first two nights after the Smart Meter was installed; a
third cat experienced acute diarrhea and vomiting for 24 hours and has not eaten in over a week.
In a registered letter to Grey Reimer, executive vice president of transmission and distribution for
BC Hydro, I stated: "Substantial scientific data exists relative to the health hazard from the
neurological effects of radiofrequency electromagnetic radiation. The purpose of this writing is to
memorialize my objection & demand to remove the device. If you fail or refuse to do so, this
writing is to serve as my notice of litigation to you."
I included a deadline replacement date of Dec 15. The Coalition to Stop Smart Meters lists
symptoms of electrohypersensitivity at http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.ca/html/?page_id=179.
If you or other members of your family and pets are having similar experiences, you might follow
the bread crumb trail. If you too send a letter, the paragraph quoted and a deadline date for
replacement are suggested. -Jalien S.

Aptos, CA
On January 15th PG&E installed the new Smart Meter on our home in Aptos. I was not home at
the time and had no idea it was installed.
I arrived home from a great workout at the gym feeling like the peak of health. As soon as I got
back home I started to feel horrible and had no idea why. The first thing I noticed was the worst
pressure in my head and ears ever. Then my heart started to beat really fast and then my brain
felt wired. Within 15 minutes I started to get really dizzy, nauseous and weak. Within 20 minutes
my whole body began to ache like nothing I had ever experienced before. When I got on my
computer my whole face and hands started to burn and hurt. My husband arrived home 30
minutes later and asked how I was and I said the worst ever. He then said he was going to check
the work out the electrician did and saw PG&E installed Smart Meters.
I then called PG&E in a panic since I was feeling so awful and filed a complaint and asked them
to take it off right away since it was making me so sick. Santa Cruz is not scheduled until July to
get these Meters. We left and went out of town and I felt better in 30 minutes.

When we arrived home Sunday, I felt horrible again and could not sleep that night. I called PG&E
first thing Monday morning and pleaded to have it taken off right away since I felt so sick form it
all. Monday night at 8pm a PG&E installer came and took it off and put an old meter back on.
Within 15-20 minutes I felt 90% better.

San Diego, CA
In July 2010, SDG&E installed Smart Meters in my condo complex. I began having symptoms of
head burning and pressure on my chest within a few days. As time progressed the symptoms
worsened. I had severe burning in my head and headaches of a new type. I began having
palpitations, arrhythmias and flutter.
By six weeks in, my cardiac symptoms were so severe and erratic that I had to move out. I rented
an apartment, which turned out to be unsafe as well. The Smart Meters are everywhere. With the
intensification of my symptoms, I have become EMF/RF sensitive and now have the above
problems around cell towers, Wi-Fi and other sources, accompanied by skin rashes and burning.
I am being evaluated by a cardiologist. I have always had a strong, healthy heart, even told so by
doctors. The cardiologist has sent me for an evaluation by a neurologist as well.
Five people have reported symptoms in my home: My father has experienced headaches and
visual migraines. My mother reported having pressure on the upper part of her chest and
palpitations. One neighbor is experiencing headaches and chest tightness. Another neighbor has
difficulty opening her eyes in the mornings after 8 hours by the meters. Her ophthalmologist could
find no explanation. She said she uses her fingers to open her lids. All of the above symptoms
have occurred since the smart meter installations. The symptoms are worsening for everyone.
I am running scared living this nightmare. I don’t know where to live and fear for my well-being. I
don’t know where it is safe for me to live. In addition, the financial impact of this disaster
compounds. I pay my monthly mortgage and rented a place, which due to symptoms, I cannot
stay in. I am not sure that I can rent or sell my condo in good conscience. I am seeking medical
care including treatments not covered by any insurance. My out of pocket costs continue to grow.
-RH

San Leandro, Ca
I have lived in my home in San Leandro since November 2003, and have had two smart meters
on my home (1 on gas, 1 on electric meters) since October 2008; and they are throughout my
neighborhood since about that same time.
We are now surrounded by a mesh network of pulsing extremely low EMF (ELF). I recently had
the signals measured by a local technician and can provide a detailed report of his findings.
Contrary to what PG&E has told me that these meters emit below the acceptable tolerable range,
it’s the ELEMF that can interact with our body’s pulsing ELF & interfere with cellular
communication. I believe I am having ill affects due to this technology being used, and am
currently being examined by my doctor for symptoms of vertigo, the sound of my blood pulsing
through my ears all the time while I’m at home, hyper-arousal/ADHD leading to inability to focus
or relax, interrupted sleep, pressure in my head between my ears, increased headaches; and less
frequently, heart-racing anxiety, nausea, and shakes. I take really good care of myself, and do not
believe that this noticeable decline in my health is due to me getting older.
I truly feel like I am in a microwave and slowly being cooked. Even my previously healthy
houseplants have either died or have big brown spots, like burns. These strange effects have
been occurring now for over a year, and it’s finally beginning to make sense. Thank you for your
leadership on this issue. -Amy C

Letter To The Lincoln Journal Star
Lincoln Electric System has big plans for Lincoln. The public utility is seeking to put "smart
meters" in every home, church and business. Purportedly a way to economize and save money,
these are two-way digital wireless meters.
This could allow people to remotely control their appliances. However, "remotely" means
customers may control them, but the utility company potentially could as well. This means
"hackers" could control them, too. If the Police Department is wired, it could be hacked and
stopped from operating for a period of time.
LES hasn't decided whether to have an opt-out provision, raising the concern that the utility may
install them without permission from residents. I wonder what our citizens would think of this if
they were aware of all the citizen uproar nationally over them? From Maryland and Florida to
California and even San Francisco, utility users – citizens – are revolting against their use. These
meters are known to put off radiation in amounts that cause all kinds of health issues and upset
the habitat around them. Utility bills have been increased, not decreased, with little recourse.
LES is a city-owned utility. Such meter installation would require approval from the LES board as
well as the City Council. Before the public utility moves forward, it should educate the public and
go on record as to its plans.
As a taxpayer, I don't want to be responsible for the medical bills, lawsuits and extra expenses
this action could bring. From the research I am doing, smart meters seem like a dumb idea.
-Bryan J. Van Deun, Lincoln

Sick With Palpitations, Chest Pain, Insomnia, Dizziness
I managed to have smart meter installation delayed at my house, but suddenly became sick
overnight with palpitations, chest pain, insomnia, dizziness, inability to concentrate and memory
loss and fainting spells. AFTER becoming sick I found out that the day I became suddenly sick
was the day the smart meter roll-out was completed in my area and the smart meters were
remotely turned on from base.
I can no longer drive, I can’t work (I’m a doctor), I have to go and sleep at my mother in law’s
place (there are no smart meters there yet).
My life is completely ruined and the energy companies and members of Victorian Parliament
completely ignore me. Two doctors have confirmed my disability is entirely due to my sensitivity
to smart meters’ radio transmission and I am 100% sure of that as I can always tell accurately if I
am in a smart metered area or not.
We are now planning to move to South Australia to survive. What is happening in Victoria is a
complete breakdown of democracy and an affront to social justice of enormous proportions and
implications.
What if this is happening to an old lady living alone? Where can she go? We are all morally
obliged to speak up and do something about it, if not for ourselves, for the vulnerable amongst us
that, if affected, could not do anything about it.
Rosemary. says:
I totally agree. We had a smart meter installed in October last year. We have been unable to
spend much time at home since and have been sleeping in our van for over 5 months. We have
tried getting the thing removed to no avail. Now it looks like we will sell our home of 22 years and
move to QLD. It is a disgrace! I fear for pregnant women, babies, children, the elderly, disabled,
chronically ill, etc. It has to be stopped.

Vickie says:
Rosemary, I wouldn’t be rushing to Queensland with the hope that you will be safe, this smart grid
plan is a worldwide project, unless somehow we can stop it, no state in Australia will be safe,
billions of dollars are invested and none of our spineless leaders are prepared to stand up and
put a halt to this madness, money ahead of human rights, we know that babies, children and
pregnant woman are most at risk, sadly the so called leaders do not care. All we can do is keep
up our fight, never give up, they have to live with the guilt and shame of inflicting this grief on all
of us and one day it will come back to haunt them.

Smart Meters: A Real Life Story
I am writing from Cambridge Ontario to let you know that smart meters kill, but they do it so
silently and without visible marks that even our doctors are not prepared or educated on the
deadly symptoms.
Last year my daughter graduated university with a major and a minor course load and she
graduated on the Dean’s Honours List. Slowly after that she started to get very sick with
numerous health issues and symptoms. The doctors checked her for diabetes, hypothyroidism,
heart problems, and anemia. She also had her teeth, spine, and eyes checked. All the results
were normal but her symptoms continued to grow: severe pressure headaches, muscle aches in
neck & face, heart palpitations, sleep disturbances, insomnia, tinnitus, severe dizziness, memory
loss, fatigue, agitation, anxiety, shortness of breath, concentration difficulties, blood pressure
changes, depression and mood changes.
For 8 months my husband, myself & numerous friends spent sleepless nights watching over her
because she was sure she was going to die. Everything was out of character for her- fear of
leaving the house, driving, and of being alone. Over this same time period I too had also been
suffering from severe dizziness, vertigo, muscle aches, erratic blood pressure readings, and
severe insomnia.
Then I also started to get the exact same symptoms as my daughter- heart palpitations, tinnitus,
memory loss and anxiety. I knew that something serious was taking place in our home or the
environment but I couldn’t think of anything recent changes. My husband started to get tingling &
itching skin.
In mid May when the weather broke my husband went for a walk and when he returned he
mentioned that a new hydro meter had been installed on our house. Of course we Googled the
name & found out it was a new wireless Smart Meter & when I called hydro to find out when it
had been installed on our home it coincided with our symptoms.
I got in touch with the organization and an expert in microwave radiation came out to test our
home with a radio frequency meter, a gauss meter that measures EMFs and electrical fields, and
a stetzer meter to measure house wiring high frequencies. Before he even came in the front door
his meter was screaming off the charts. Since then I have learned a lot about microwave
radiation.
The smart meter emits such strong pulsed digital microwave signals every 6 seconds that it
communicates and interferes with all the other wireless products in the house. When the weather
is bad and the wireless signal is weak your smart meter piggy-backs with all the houses in your
subdivision, which means you are getting the radiation from all those homes as well as from your
own. This radiation penetrates everything but metal, therefore our homes are useless in
protecting us.
He also asked to see the cordless phone base and once again his meter went off the chart. A
cordless phone should read between 100-200, but unfortunately ours had a meter reading over
2000, and this base sat right outside my daughter’s bedroom.

Apparently cordless phones are worse than cell phones and most new models (DECT) constantly
transmit RF radiation even when they are not in use.
Once again the wireless router sent the meter off the charts. But it doesn’t stop there- anything
with a circuit board and timing devices like my Maytag washing machine with different washing
cycles is also bad news and has to be unplugged after each use. Our alarm clock beside the bed
had to go. We got rid of all our energy efficient light bulbs because they are a killer too. We were
told that my daughter’s sensitivity to wireless could have started at university since it is a hot bed
of wireless communication, but the Smart Meter installation at our home was the catalyst that
brought everything to a head.
Unfortunately for us it is too late. My daughter and I both suffer from what they call
Electrohypersensivity (EHS), originally known as “microwave sickness”, and it is something that
will never go away but we can try to protect ourselves as much as possible. If we spend more
than 10 minutes at Starbucks or Chapters, because of all the wireless products, we begins to feel
it and start to get a pressure headache and begin to feel anxious and depressed. But at least we
know what it is now.
I said I was going to die trying to find out what was affecting us in our house, and now the
government might have the last laugh. Homeowners in Canada don’t even have the right to
decide if they want this wireless monster on their house.
Hydro knows how bad it is and that’s why they don’t tell you when they are going to install it.
We didn’t even know it was there.
One minute my blood pressure is 195/95 and the next minute it’s 130/75. These drastic blood
pressure changes could cause a heart attack or stroke at any time. The Government doesn’t care
because they saved billions of dollars when they fired the hydro meter readers. The government
makes millions of tax dollars from wireless technology each year so they don’t want to admit that
it is harmful even though they have known for over 20 years now that wireless technology is the
cause of serious health issues.
Most of our doctors lack the education and training to diagnose the symptoms of EHS, therefore
many people like my daughter and myself are sent for a barrage of needless tests over a period
of months and years.
Look at what happened to us. The government and hydro stole a year out of my daughter’s life too sick to apply for grad school or for teachers college. She is just now coming around and trying
to live a normal life. We paid over $5,000 to send my daughter away for one month to detox at a
health and wellness school in the United States.
Our government and the wireless & cell phone companies have caused my family irreversible
health issues, distress, anxiety, and financial misery. I don’t know what more they can suck from
us.
When friends found out about our situation they admitted that their son was suffering from similar
symptoms because of the highly wireless situation in their home and school (a racing heart,
headaches, & lack of concentration in a 13 yr old). They have taken measures to protect
themselves as well, and hopefully they have acted in time to save their child from the adverse
effects of EHS. The problem is that the media giants like Bell and Rogers have kept this news out
of the media for many years but now it has come to a head and they have finally been forced to
issue warnings on cell phone usage.
They had taken to hiding or disguising their cell towers now in order to once again cover up their
wireless.

Why does a company have to hide what they insist is not harmful to our health?
High absenteeism rates have caused schools to investigate WiFi usage. Deaths & sicknesses
across the States, especially in California, have forced the US government to consider an opt out
plan for home owners regarding Smart Meter installation. The World Health Organization has
admitted to releasing several members due to conflict of interest issues and false reporting over
the years.
Europe is years ahead of Canada, as we are sitting on the back lines waiting for the number of
brain tumours and other microwave related illnesses to increase before anyone will admit that
terrible mistakes were made.
Until it happens in their own family, most people will remain sceptics – that’s human nature.
My daughter and I are living proof that wireless technology is harmful, and when doctors are
trained to understand EHS so they can treat it properly as a disease, millions of other people in
Canada will also have answers to their health issues that have gone undiagnosed or
misdiagnosed for years.
When I returned one cordless phone to the Future Shop and told them my daughter and I were
getting sick because of it, I was given 4 corded phones to replace it without any questions.
What do they know that they aren’t telling the consumers????
One friend was told by a store salesman that the microwave radiation given off by wireless
products was not harmful, yet another salesclerk in that same store admitted that she was also
affected by wireless products, especially in the store where she worked, but unfortunately she
needed the job.
To think that our doctor was the head of the medical association in our area and he knew nothing
about EHS- or did he? If you can prevent smart meters from being installed in your home- do it- it
might save a life!! –Judi F

Trouble In Sebastopol, CA
I personally experienced a smart meter when PGE installed one on my neighbor’s home 25 ft
away on May 7th, 2010.
I did not expect to notice anything from one gas meter at that distance. However, I felt
increasingly bad as the days wore on, with palpitations, irregular heartbeat, headaches, slight
dizziness/weakness, emotional distress, anxiety and inner agitation, especially when on that side
of our house. When I would leave to go for a walk out in the country, my headache would go
away and I would feel better overall, but symptoms would come back upon return home.
I began to wonder if that one smart meter could possibly be causing my symptoms, and even
asked my neighbor if they had recently purchased any new electronic equipment (I wondered if it
might be a DECT phone), but she said no.
Finally, in desperation, on May 22nd, I put a metal wheelbarrow over the meter (I had heard that
metal stops much of the radio frequency (RF) radiation). My symptoms began to subside, and I
was feeling better on May 23rd and 24th.
On May 24th, I was gone much of the day. Upon return home in the evening, I was feeling fine,
and then worked for 2 hours in my office on that side of the house. All of the previously mentioned
symptoms reappeared, and I was feeling despondent, even crying, as I went to bed. The next
morning I learned that my neighbors had removed the wheelbarrow the day before while I had
been gone, because PG&E had finally agreed to come out and deactivate the RF transmitter.

That morning, May 25, 2010, a PG&E technician disabled the radio transmitter on the gas meter.
I gradually began feeling better since then, although my heartbeat is still quite irregular much of
the time. I am no longer getting headaches at home, and do not feel the emotional distress,
dizziness or weakness. –NH

Steep Learning Curve In Hastings On Hudson, New York
In about late September I began to notice I was having some odd symptoms, including the
following:








Agitation
Memory loss
Inability to concentrate
Nervousness
Inability to get my work done
Interrupted sleep

I felt as if I were becoming unhinged. During the time between September and earlier this month
my husband and son seemed agitated too. My husband’s blood pressure rose and he had to
begin taking blood pressure medication. He was also experiencing sleep disruptions.
On February 25th and 26th there was a huge snowstorm here. During the storm I spent many
hours in my living room, near my fireplace, about five feet away from the electric meter, which is
installed outside my living room window. My right ear was facing the meter. My husband was
traveling and my son was not at home for the same length of time that I was. The electricity went
on and off several times during those two days. At one point I heard a piercing sound along with
pressure in my ears. Along with the symptoms I had previously experienced, I began to develop
worse symptoms, including the following: *Heart palpitations,*A buzzing-pulsing sound, especially
in my right ear,*Agitation,*Interrupted sleep with nightmares of being attacked,*Accelerated
heartbeat. I was afraid that I would have a heart attack.
The symptoms would lessen when I went outside. It seemed that there was something wrong
inside my home, perhaps with the electricity. Through research and talking to electricians, I began
to realize that my symptoms might be traceable to something relating to the meters. They were
the only recently installed appliances in our home with radio frequencies. After many desperate
phone calls to Con Edison, it removed the digital meters, but only after I presented a note from
my doctor, upon which Con Edison insisted. In place of the electric meter Con Edison installed
another electric, digital meter that it assured me emitted NO radio frequency…Con Edison also
told me that I would need in the future to provide it with meter readings. Con Edison told me that
both my doctor and I would be receiving a follow up communication from its health department,
which we never did. Whether the people at Con Edison lied or did not know what they were
talking about is a question that needs to be answered. This meter also had a radio frequency …
I realized this when my symptoms got worse. I was truly afraid that I would have a heart attack. I
became terrified in my own home and could not find a comfortable place to sleep, because the
buzzing pulsing sound in my ear was so disturbing. Before all of this started I was a healthy 51
year old.
Again, after making many more calls to Con Edison, on March 4 they removed that meter from
my house and replaced it with an analog meter (this is the same type of meter Con Edison had
initially removed in June 2009).
My immediate responses were so remarkable that I recorded them.






Tingling in arms
Legs felt very heavy
The buzzing-pulsing became quieter
I felt as if my body was weighted down with exhaustion

Within hours I began feeling better. The loud buzzing-pulsing sound quieted down and my
thoughts were less scrambled.
But my difficulties continued. In our home we have lived with wireless appliances, cell phones and
fluorescent light bulbs for at least three years, and to my knowledge they have never been a
problem for me. Now I cannot be near any of these things because I get a buzzing in my ears and
my heart starts to race. The only possible cause for this change is that Con Edison placed meters
emitting radio frequencies on and in my home in June. Since Con Edison removed the digital
meters and replaced them with an analog meter I am feeling better, but some of the symptoms
have not gone away completely.
When I asked the Con Edison “Meter Relations” department) if I could see a copy of the test
results for human exposure to the frequencies in the meters, I was told that I must obtain a
subpoena to acquire that information.
Con Edison also told me that the FCC had approved the meters. When I called the FCC, I was
told that it does not address human health issues, but only with regulating frequencies, and the
person with whom I was speaking hung up on me...
This could be a very dangerous situation. These meters are being used across New York State
and the country. People might become sick from them and not know what is happening to them.
I am requesting that the meter replacement program be stopped immediately and that home
owners be given the right to opt-out of receiving these meters if they do not want them, until
further testing is done to learn the effects of the frequencies they emit, especially in combination
with other frequencies to which we are already being exposed. -Michele H.

Letter To TCPUC Judge Overseeing The ‘Smart’ Meter Proceeding
Your Honor,
I am writing from the city of Burbank, in Southern California. On July 28, 2011 Burbank Water
and Power, the municipal utility company that “serves” my home city, installed a bank of four
GE/Trilliant smart meters on the side of the small fourplex in which I live.
Approximately four hours after the installation was complete I developed a band-like headache
that was unresponsive to medication. The next morning I awoke with the headache and slight
nausea. I thought I might be coming down with the flu. However, after I was away from my
apartment, I noticed that these symptoms resolved — only to return when I was back in my
apartment for about 4 hours. This pattern continued for the next three days. I began to have
trouble sleeping and difficulty concentrating. I also experienced some transient heart palpitations.
Prior to this I knew nothing about smart meters and had no idea that they could impact human
health. I am devastated by these developments.
My current residence has been a haven for me — until the meters went in. In an almost
nightmarish scenario the place that I call home is now off-limits for me. This is particularly
problematic because I am disabled and rely upon Section 8 rental subsidies in order to survive. I
cannot move within my home city because every building is slated to receive the meters by the
end of 2011.

I have spent the past 22 days living out of my car, finding shelter at various friends’ homes in the
evening. The temperatures in Southern California have been in the high 90s and over. I am
exhausted, frightened, and do not know where to turn.
I have spoken to the board of BWP at a public meeting. The best they could come up with is the
suggestion that I move into another city. This is problematic because the closest city to me is Los
Angeles. To transfer my housing voucher to Los Angeles is a Sysephian task. The housing
authority in Los Angeles (HACLA) is a poorly-run, huge bureaucracy that has been known to
cause tenants to lose their housing vouchers through mismanagement. I have called five different
telephone numbers to try to get some guidelines about transferring — all to no avail. Meanwhile I
struggle to keep my health and my life together. I take anti-seizure medication and my medication
schedule has been disrupted by the random and brutal way I am living right now.
This is so very wrong. I have been displaced from my home of 23 years due to the installation of
the meters. To be sure, I am currently in the minority of people who are known as electrosensitive
but I do not believe that I should not I be subjected to the suffering and losses that are my current
reality. If I were physically challenged and needed a wheelchair would I be thrown out of my
home? I think not — there are laws that protect against this. Why, then, should I be denied the
fundamental right of a home — a home that I have been healthy and happy in until the meters
were foisted upon me?
Where can I go? My 84-year-old mother lives 10 minutes from me and I believe that it is my duty
and right to remain close to her in the event that she needs to call upon me for assistance. As a
disabled woman (I’ve had four brain surgeries), life is difficult enough without being displaced by
a technology that I have neither asked for nor consented to. I consider myself to be a resourceful
and strong person, but I am feeling overwhelmed by what I am facing: illness and homelessness.
I am college-educated and have a middle-class background but even this does not equip me to
deal with my current challenges caused directly by the smart meters.
I believe that the utility companies have relied upon poorly-designed studies conducted by
organizations (CCST and EPRI) that have ties to the communications industry, the utility
companies, and that have financial interests in the smart grid infrastructure. I do not think that a
thoroughgoing study into health consequences has been performed by either of these entities.
The non-thermal effects of non-ionizing radiation (especially pulsed RF) has NOT been studied
by these so-called “impartial” organizations. I think it is an outrageous and tragic turn of events
that is affecting me and many other people. I have heard three of my neighbors (young people
with no history of electrosensitivity) complain of headaches and insomnia since the meters were
installed — and they weren’t even aware that they had received them! I am absolutely sure I am
not alone in my suffering.
Your Honor, I ask you to take into account my situation when you consider what is being
perpetrated upon the citizens of California. This cannot continue. I may be collateral damage —
it’s too late for me. But, please, think about the population and countless numbers of people who
are having their lives upset and threatened by these dangerous devices.
I am not a believer in conspiracy theories, but I do believe what my body is telling me. This is real,
this is true, and it should not be allowed to continue.
Thank you for consideration.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shane G. Burbank, CA

“We Have To Move”
My name is Diane Nagby and I and my pets are also a victim of the Smart Meter Dizziness,
ringing in my ears, insomnia, nausea, rapid heart beat. I had none of these problems prior to the
installation of the Smart Meter. I came home from work and they had just finished installing the
Smart Meter. That very night my animals started acting agitated. There is a constant feeling of
uneasiness in my household now and at night a loud buzzing/humming noise takes place, which
was never present prior to the installation of the Smart Meter. It is just plain old common sense
that should tell us any amount of radiation in our household is NOT going to be good for us. A
friend of mine that lives in Upland, California experienced a stroke just days after her Smart Meter
was installed. How many people have to die, have their homes burned down (because the Smart
Meter has been proven to be a fire hazard in some houses), get sick, watch their animals suffer,
as I have, before we stand up and say ENOUGH is ENOUGH.
On Dec. 31st, 2010, approx. 22 smart meters were installed in our building. They are directly
under our apartment. On Jan. 26, 2011, my husband, while sleeping, suffered a tonic clonic
seizure. All tests came out ok. But he is now on seizure medication. However, I notice that his
hands twitch at night when he is asleep. Then more slowly, I began to feel a buzz in my feet that
went up my legs and then twitching developed. Never in my life have I had this sensation. While I
am away and at work during the day, it goes away and I don’t have these symptoms. Also while
in our apartment, especially the bedroom, I get ringing in my ears which I never before have had
here. I used to be able to completely relax in my bedroom but now always feel like I’m laying in an
electric magnetic field.
I was awakened at 3:30 am this morning because of the tingling in my left foot and leg was so
strong also I had a racing heart. This is a feeling of something from the outside coming in. When I
get up and walk around a little it seems to be a little better but laying down in the bedroom causes
the feeling to return.
Also in the bedroom I experience the brain fog and can hardly complete a sentence. It’s a very
strange sensation. I have none of this at work — only at home and especially in my bedroom. I
know we need to move. -M. D., Marin County, CA.

Headaches And Brain Tumors
After having a smart meter installed on our home, with out any one ever asking if we wanted one
or not, I have terrible headaches every single day. I was never the type who got them. But now
it’s a constant. And incidentally every time I’m away from my home for a few hours they go away.
More importantly my husband has developed a tumor on the side of his head, on his temple.
Upon the Dr. ordering the CT scan they also found a cyst in the posterior portion of his brain. I
also fear for my toddler because her room is closest to the smart meter. What effects will or does
it have on her? This has to stop. Does body remember the issues with people and PG&E near
Bakersfield and Kettlemen City? How many people suffered at PG&E’s hands. They are not a
forthright company! I will do everything I can to get this meter removed from my home. Wish me
luck. - Placer County, Ca.

LEGAL NOTICE TO BC HYDRO
To: BC Hydro
From:
Date:
Subject: Legal Notice Prohibiting Smart Meter Installation

You and all other parties are hereby denied consent for installation and use of all so-called "smart
meters" on my property at ----- and installation of a "smart meter" at this address is expressly
prohibited and refused. Informed consent is legally required for installation of any surveillance
device and any device that will collect and transmit private and personal data to undisclosed and
unauthorized parties for undisclosed and unauthorized purposes, and that consent is expressly
denied.
You are not authorized to install any wireless transmission devices on our household. You will be
held liable for any violations, intrusions, harm or negative consequences caused or made
possible by those devices.
"Smart Meters" may cause endangerment, invasion of privacy, and violation of rights of Canadian
citizens through: their ability to monitor and identify electrical devices; transmission of data via
wireless signals; collection and storage of private data, which introduces potential for
unauthorized data interception; unauthorized surveillance and monitoring.
In a time where computerized services are routinely hacked and personal information is leaked,
we are not comfortable with the increased risk of data loss posed by a smart meter over the
traditional analog meter. Your website states that an online means of monitoring will be available
in spring 2012, but does not specify that the exact data collected will be made available, and in
any case, that date is too late for us to provide consent for an installation expected any day.
information collected by smart meters now, nor what information may be collected in the future,
nor how that information may be misused for commercial or other purposes.
We are also not comfortable with the radiation levels cited for the instruments. Until there is
conclusive evidence that these devices are not harmful, we do not want one installed on our
home. You are hereby put on notice that you will be held liable for any detrimental health effects
experienced in our household should you choose to install one of these devices without consent,
approval, or authorization.
Upon confirmation of receipt of this legal notice, parties named assume the liabilities listed, and it
is not possible for you to deny or avoid liability. Notice to principal is notice to agent and notice to
agent is notice to principal. The customer reserves all rights to take action as required. Thank you
for your consideration.

NOTICE OF LIABILITY
NO “SMART METER” OR ANY SIMILAR DEVICE
MAY BE INSTALLED ON THIS PROPERTY
WARNING: MAJOR LIABILITY AND OBLIGATION
Any person who acts or conspires to install or apply any device or system upon this
property for the purpose, or having the effect, of monitoring of any activity,
collecting data and/or emitting electromagnetic, radio or microwave radiation will be
charged and prosecuted to the full extent of the law for trespass, assault,
wiretapping, stalking, unlawful surveillance, public endangerment, pollution, damage
to property values and willful violation of prior and rightful notice and contract.
Additionally, any actual or attempted installation described above will cause
obligation of one million dollars $1,000,000.00 due again upon each installation or
attempted installation, owed by, and due from, every individual and agency fully and
separately who may be responsible or complicit in approving or causing the
installation.
By this notice, any party installing or attempting to install such device or system
without fully announcing himself/herself, without identifying himself/herself and/or
without obtaining fully-informed written consent for all such installations from the
owner and occupants of the property will be concealing activity known by him/her to
be criminal in nature and acting in intentional and willful malfeasance against
innocent parties for personal benefit, gain or advantage and will become voluntarily
liable and obligated to all terms, conditions, declarations and stipulations herein.
Effective January 1, 2000. This is posted as notice, offer of contract and reservation
of all legal and natural rights with full remedies owed for and upon any breach or
violation. This notice supersedes and replaces all conflicting contracts, current and
prior. Commission of any act described herein is acceptance of contract. This notice
is and will be enforced by all applicable national and provincial laws and policies and
local ordinances including but not limited to:

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Section 8

“Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure.”

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Section 7

“Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to
be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.”

Canadian Criminal Code

INTERCEPTION
184 [1] Every one who, by means of any electro-magnetic, acoustic, mechanical or
other device, wilfully intercepts a private communication is guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years.

Letter Requiring Certificate Of Safety From BC Hydro
SAFETY GUARANTEE
Privacy/Security/Safety of Smart Meters and Grid: Firm Request for Written
Guarantee
Via electronic mail to: smartmeters@bchydro.com and info.utilities@corix.com
Also via Canada Post to:
BC Hydro,
Smart Meter Specialist Department
6911 Southpoint Drive,
Burnaby BC, V3N 4X8
Attention B.C. Hydro, Corix Utilities and agents and/or assignees thereof:
Re: Privacy and Security of the Smart Grid and Smart Meters
Dated: _______________, 201__ B.C. Hydro Account # on bill_____________
Address:
___________________________________________________________________
_____________
I have become aware that BC Hydro is creating an unacceptable privacy, security
and safety risk for me, my home and my family, which includes risks of information
theft, inability to prevent with any certainty the possible misuse of private and
personal information, including the inability to prevent unauthorized intrusion, use
and control. In short, BC Hydro is unable to ensure 100% secure operation of the
wireless smart meters and smart grid and has no proper safeguards in place.
Please note that this is my legal and official notice of absolute refusal to allow
installation of a wireless smart meter on my home or premises at:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________ until I am provided with a Certificate of Safety
which guarantees the smart meters and grid are 100% secure and cannot be
violated by any and all hackers or cyber terrorist activities.
Given the seriousness of this risk, the only acceptable Certificate of Safety is from an
independent security and privacy expert, unaffiliated with BC Hydro in any way, who
will put his/her company name and expertise behind his/her guarantee. I require the
following:
1. confirmation in writing that the fundamental design engineering of the security
protection is safe from any and all unauthorized access, both the individual wireless
smart meter and the wireless smart grid.
2. industry specifications by which the engineering of your infrastructure is
conforming for data integrity and security.

To date, BC Hydro has not provided sufficient evidence that wireless smart meters
and grid are secure without risk from unauthorized intrusions. Best efforts are not
sufficient.
I absolutely refuse, as is my legal right, to allow the affixing of any device which
presents a privacy, security and safety risk to myself, my home and my family and
cannot be 100% secured against unauthorized intrusion. I remind BC Hydro of its
obligation to protect me and all its customers. There is no defense for knowingly
placing the people and province at risk due to the deployment of smart meters and
grid, which cannot be completely secured from intrusion.
Name in full__________________________________
Signature _________________________________
Liberal BC Leader Christy Clark, Minister of Energy Rich Coleman, NDP Energy Critic
John Horgan, NDP Deputy Health Critic Sue Hammell, Green Party Federal Leader
Elizabeth May, NDP BC Leader Adrian Dix, Green Party BC Leader Jane Sterk:
premier@gov.bc.ca, rich.coleman.mla@leg.bc.ca, john.horgan.mla@leg.bc.ca,
sue.hammell.mla@leg.bc.ca, elizabeth.may@greenparty.ca,
adrian.dix.mla@leg.bc.ca, leader@greenparty.bc.ca

Smart Meter Installer Liability Form
In the near future, someone will come to your property. They will say that they work for BC Hydro/Corix
and have come to install a smart meter.
You have the right to protect your property and refuse installation of a smart meter. 26 B.C. Municipalities
have voted for a moratorium on the Smart Meter Program. Islands Trust included.
BC Hydro will not turn off your electricity if you refuse the smart meter.
You have the right to ask for the following information from the Installer.
By signing this Liability Form, the Installer named below accepts total liability for any and all damages that
may occur to this property due to his/her installation of a smart meter.
Installer's Name: ___________________________________________
Installer's Signature:_________________________________________
Installer's ID#: _____________________________________________
Installer's Certificate of Qualification: ____________________________
Installer's Truck #: __________________________________________
Installer's Licence Plate #: _____________________________________
Does the Installer have WorkSafe (WCB) coverage?: _________________
Property Occupant's Name & Address:_____________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
By signing this Liability Form, the Installer named above accepts total liability for any and all damages
that may occur to this property due to his/her installation of a smart meter.
copied to:
Your Property Insurance Company:
_______________________________________________________________
Kim Carter, Ombudsperson for the Province of British Columbia
(1-800-567-3247) (FAX 250-387-0198)
Elizabeth Denham, Information & Privacy Commissioner for the Province of British Columbia
(250-387-5629) (FAX 250-387-1696)
premier@gov.bc.ca, rich.coleman.mla@leg.bc.ca, John.Horgan.MLA@leg.bc.ca,
Jane Sterk leader@greenparty.bc.ca
Sheila Malcolmson Chair smalcolmson@islandstrust.bc.ca

REMOVAL LETTER
For Hydro Wireless Smart Meters Already Installed
Form letter to send to BC Hydro and its affiliates to remove a smart meter from your
home or business
B.C. Hydro is in the process of installing wireless "smart" meters on 99% of homes
and businesses in the province of British Columbia, with a target completion date of
December, 2012. They are doing so without due diligence or public education, using
"implied consent" as their reason to proceed without permission of the people of B.C.
This form letter is for those who have had a chance to learn more about the negative
effects of living and/or working in the vicinity of wireless smart meters, who do not
accept the risk this involves, and who wish to officially register their opposition in the
form of a demand for removal of the wireless smart meter, and the re-installation of
a wired, analogue meter.
NB You will need to download it in order to copy and paste it into your own email,
and fill in your information before sending.
It would be a good idea to also register your situation with your mayor and council.
Address finder here.
If you do NOT already have a wireless "smart meter?" After posting (ASAP) a sign
with your address, name and date, on your meter and on your door, you can send
the original Letter of Non-consent to register your wish to keep your analogue meter
after posting your intention to.
Via electronic mail to: smartmeters@bchydro.com and info.utilities@corix.com
Also via Canada Post to:
BC Hydro,
Smart Meter Specialist Department
6911 Southpoint Drive, Burnaby BC, V3N 4X8

Attention B.C. Hydro, Corix Utilities and agents and/or assignees thereof:
Re: DEMAND FOR REMOVAL of any wireless Smart Meter at my Residence/Workplace
AND RE-INSTALLATION of Analogue/Wired Meter
Dated: _______________, 201__

B.C. Hydro Account # on bill_____________

Address: ___________________________________________________________
Please accept this as your official notice from this date forward of my absolute
demand for the removal of any wireless Smart Meter installed on my Residence /

Workplace AND for the re-installation, at BC Hydro's expense, of a wired, analogue
meter on my home or premises at
full address ________________________________________________________
Take notice that B.C. Hydro, Corix Utilities and /or agents and assignees thereof did
not have my authorization, permission or consent to enter my property, business or
premises for the purpose of replacing my previous meter with a new wireless Smart
Meter.
Your action of installing this device on my property or residence is constituted as
trespass and a violation of rights afforded to me as a citizen of Canada.
I refuse your wireless Smart Meter on the grounds that it has the capability of being
a surveillance system, used by you or other parties, which could violate my right to
privacy.
Also: My fundamental democratic right to protect my health from a possible
carcinogen, specifically radiofrequency electromagnetic fields emitted by your
wireless Smart Meter, supersedes any right you have to install a wireless Smart
Meter on my property.
You only have authorization to attend at my property for the purpose of reinstalling a
non-wireless analogue meter, and reading it manually.
Name in full
________________________________________________________________
Address:
___________________________________________________________________
Copy (Cc) to
Liberal BC Leader Christy Clark, Minister of Energy Rich Coleman, NDP Energy Critic
John Horgan, BC Chief Medical Officer Perry Kendall, NDP Deputy Health Critic Sue
Hammell, Green Party Federal Leader Elizabeth May, Minister of Health, Mike de
Jong, NDP Health Critic Mike Farnworth,
NDP BC Leader Adrian Dix, Green Party BC Leader Jane Sterk, BCRefed Leader Ingrid
Voigt
premier@gov.bc.ca, rich.coleman.mla@leg.bc.ca, john.horgan.mla@leg.bc.ca,
perry.kendall@gov.bc.ca, sue.hammell.mla@leg.bc.ca,
elizabeth.may@greenparty.ca, mike.dejong.mla@leg.bc.ca,
mike.farnworth.mla@leg.bc.ca, adrian.dix.mla@leg.bc.ca, leader@greenparty.bc.ca,
ingridrefed@gmail.com
This letter format can be accessed, downloaded, cut and pasted into your own email
from:citizensforsafetechnology.org (Smart Meter Action Kit under "REMOVAL
LETTER")

WHO IS WILLIAM THOMAS?
I am an award-winning investigative reporter with over four decades’ experience. My
feature writing and photography have appeared in more than 50 publications in eight
countries, with translations into French, Dutch and Japanese.
Born and raised in the USA, where my father was a career
navy pilot, I soloed a Cessna at age 16. At Marquette
University, where I majored in philosophy and theology, I
joined the U.S. Navy Reserve shortly after the Gulf of Tonkin
story broke in headlines across the country.
Four years later, having won assignment to Pensacola NAS, I
was about to achieve a lifelong dream of flying jets off carriers
when the appalling civilian carnage and revelations of the
Tonkin fabrication brought me to a personal crisis. Realizing
that I could not napalm families whose aspirations and love for
their children was no different from my own, I resigned my navy commission.
With help from the American Quakers I made my way to
Canada in 1970. On the west coast I opened the first
photographic gallery, and later won a position as staff
photographer for the Vancouver Sun. I also completed
construction of backyard-built 31-foot trimaran to sail the
South Seas as a freelance photojournalist. Her dreamed
named was Celerity. In 1985 I completed an eight-year
Pacific circumnavigation under sail with the first nonstop
Pacific crossing from Japan to North America by multihull.
Now what should I do? During
a solo vision quest in the
Coast Mountains I was
instructed to defend my
mother planet and speak for
the voiceless ones. Soon
after, I co-founded Green Islands and the Save Georgia
Straight Alliance. While serving on clear-cut logging
blockades on Salt Spring Island, the Tsitika, Walbran and
Clayoquot Sound, I pioneered the use of aerial videos and
60-second “spot” TV ads to expose illegal logging practices.
After completing the first environmental survey of British Columbia’s Strait of Georgia
with SGSA members onboard Celerity, I helped lead successful campaigns to clean up
pulp mills dumping dioxins into the strait. As the only video reporter allowed inside the
armed native blockade a Gustafson Lake, I later helped avert a military assault that
would have shocked Canada and the world.

Hoping to make a difference during the oil fires of Desert Storm, while on a peace
mission with artist Carl Chaplin in Jordan, I co-founded the Gulf Environmental
Emergency Response team. During and immediately after the Gulf War, I served five
months in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait as a member of
a three-man environmental emergency response team.
My video documentary Eco War won the 1991 US
Environmental Festival award for “Best Documentary Short”
and was excerpted by the CBC, CNN, NBC, as well as the
movie, “The Corporation”. My book, Bringing The War Home
was the first complete account of the origins of Gulf War
Illness. Scorched Earth documented the military’s war
against the Earth, in peacetimes as well as during conflicts.
In January 1998, soon after breaking the “mystery plumes”
story for the Environment News wire service, I made the first
of eight guest appearances with Art Bell on Coast To Coast
describing a phenomenon I later popularized as “chemtrails”.
All Fall Down: The Politics of Terror and Mass Persuasion
was the first published book on 9/11. My more recently
updated Days Of Deception: Ground Zero And Beyond
remains the most thorough journalistic account of Black
Tuesday and its aftermath. Though it reads like a novel, every event is documented.
The most recent book of my ongoing chemtrails investigation is Chemtrails Confirmed
2010. It has now been updated with a revised Chemtrails Timeline to 2013.
Recipient of four Canadian feature-writing awards, I have been writing about wireless
hazards since the publication of Scorched Earth in 1991. My most recent ebooks include
ABCs of Cell Phones And Other Hazards Of The Wireless Age and Smart Meters For
Smarties. I am currently active in the local Smart Meter Resistance.
You can now find my ebooks on my website. They are available for direct download by
donation here.
In service to truth and life, thank you all for your activism, research and support.
William Thomas

